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Abstract
The subject of this master thesis is the implementation and design of music sys-
tems in video games with emphasis on performative music and the implications
of such a system. The interesting aspect of performative music is situated in
the feedback loop between the game engine and the music system, which means
that events and states in the game are affected by the music. The method for
investigating the subject is primarily an exploratory research method by de-
signing and implementing the two games: ”Performative Breakout” and ”The
Monsters Are Returning!!!”. Both these serves as tools for collecting empirical
evidence on the subject through observations and play testing. It is concluded
that performative music can: be used for creating aesthetic rhythmic pleasure,
enhance the perception of time, strengthen the narrative immersion, eliminate
the need for scripting events to music, make music a ludic and be used to
integrate generative/procedural music in a meaningful way.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Video games and its music have been evolving since its early forms in the
1970’s. Whereas, the earliest video game soundtracks were linear and simple
due to the technical restrains, today’s video games features rich dynamic music
and complex systems for playing back the music [Collins, 2005].
The general understanding of the word ”video game music” [Munday, 2007,
p. 1] in itself resembles the music, which were commonly found in video games
from the early 80’s, such as Pac Man (1980), Tetris (1984) and Super Mario
Bros. (1985). Music in these games had a very characteristic sound due to the
hardware these games were played on. Today’s video game soundtracks are
much more diverse and not limited to the earlier games technical limitations.
Some of the video games with the highest development budgets have very
dynamic soundtracks, composed by Hollywood’s finest composers, including
Hans Zimmer [hans zimmer.com, 2011], Client Mansell [Lambrechts, 2011] and
Trent Reznor [paulsemel.com, 2013]. Video game graphics have steadily been
improving over the years, while video game music and its technology seems to
have been evolving at a much slower rate. Neither does the definition of video
games include the auditive aspect of sound or music. Ludologist Jesper Juul
define video games as:
”a rule-based system with a variable and quantifiable outcome,
where different outcomes are assigned different values, the player
exerts effort in order to influence the outcome, the player feels emo-
tionally attached to the outcome, and the consequences of the activ-
ity are negotiable.” - Jesper Juul [Juul, 2005, p. 36]
While, Philosopher Grant Tavinor who argues that:
”X is a videogame if it is an artifact in a visual digital medium,
is intended as an object of entertainment, and is intended to pro-
vide such entertainment trough the employment of one or both of
the following modes of engagement: rule and objective gameplay or
interactive fiction” - Grant Tavinor [Tavinor, 2008, p. 26].
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Video games are commonly regarded as a visual medium, which is why the ma-
jority of academic studies of sound and music have largely been centered around
its function to support the visuals and events in the game [Munday, 2007].
Music in video games differ from other mediums due to the interactivity and
nonlinearity within video games. The nonlinearity, which is referred to is that
”games provide many choices for players to make, and that every gameplay
will be different” [Collins, 2008, p. 4]. Interactivity refers to the player’s direct
action, which have effect on the outcome of the game.
As video games are nonlinear and interactive, one of the most obvious
challenges resides in how music should transition between different music seg-
ments [Stevens and Raybould, 2011, p. 169]. Furthermore, game event might
not happen to coincide with an appropriate point in the music.
When discussing audio and music in video games, terms such as interac-
tive, adaptive and dynamic are often used interchangeably. This have given
rise to a lot of confusion in regards of the terminology and how to categorize
different music system [Collins, 2008, p. 4]. Interactive sound can be described
as ”sound events that react to the player’s direct input” [Collins, 2008, p. 5].
Interactive music, can therefore be understood as music, which is directly con-
trolled by the player’s input. These can be actions, such as pressing a button
on a controller, ordering move commands to a in-game character or interacting
with the graphical user interface. An example, could be that music changes ac-
cording to the player character’s spatial location. Sound can also be adaptive,
which refers to ”sound that reacts to the game states, responding to various
in-game parameters such as time-ins, time-outs, player health, enemy health,
and so on” [Collins, 2008, p. 4]. Adaptive music can therefore be understood
by how music changes according to in-game parameters or game states. To
exemplify this, one can think of a game, which have a day/night cycle. In this
game the music changes according to an in-game day/night time parameter.
At night, one piece of music is playing, while another piece of music is played
at daytime. Lastly, sound can also be dynamic. When sound is dynamic it
”reacts both to changes in the gameplay environment, and/or to actions taken
by the player” [Collins, 2008, p. 4]. Dynamic sound is therefore a combination
of interactive and adaptive sound.
”Performative” in the context to this thesis refers to a game, where events
in the game are influenced by the music.
In figure 1.1, a game using performative music can be seen. The player
represents the human who is playing the game. In this game the player does
not only listen to the music in the game, but can also change the music in
the game, which is indicated by the feedback loop between the player and the
music. The player also interacting with the game, indicated by the feedback
loop between the player and the game. The interesting part in a performative
music system is the feedback loop between the game and the music. The arrow
from the game to the music indicates that the music adapts according to some
game state or event, while the arrow from the music to the game implies that
the game engine is reacting to the music.
3Figure 1.1: Performative
One could ask the question, why an investigation of such a system is needed?
One reason, is that there have not been any substantial research done on the
subject of a performative music system which, leads to unanswered questions
about the potential and opportunities that arises from using such a system. An-
other reason, is that the popular technology (Unity Engine [unity3d.com, 2015],
Unreal Engine [unrealengine.com, 2015] etc.) used by developers to make video
games are (in their current state/revision) unable or not suited to integrate and
implement performative music, which means that it is either unknown by the
developers or it is not considered of any importance.
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1.1 Problem Area
This thesis investigate performative music and strive to identify the potentials
of performative music. The main research question is:
What are the implications of using performative music in video
games and how can a performative music system be designed and
implemented?
To answer the main question I will address six sub-questions:
1. What is the function of music in video games?
2. What is a music system?
3. Why and when should a game developer consider using performative mu-
sic and what are the benefits and potentials?
4. What video game genres could potentially benefit from using performative
music?
5. How is performative music experienced from a player’s perspective.
6. What aspects of the video game could potentially and aesthetically be en-
hanced by using performative music?
The 1. and 2. question approaches the subject from an ontological angle.
The 3. and 4. question looks at the subject from the perspective of a game
developer. The 5. and 6. question looks into the subject from an aesthetic
approach. The answer to the main research question have implications for both
developers and the aesthetic experience of players.
1.2 Method
The method for this thesis is an exploratory research method. This is done
through the design and development of the games ”Performative Breakout” and
”The Monsters Are Returning!!!”. These games will serve as tools for collecting
empirical evidence on the implications of using performative music. Evaluation
of the design is done by conducting a play test of games. I have chosen this
approach, as it gives a insight into the subject on both the aesthetic experience
of the player and from a developer’s perspective. Furthermore, this provides
hands-on knowledge into the implementation and design of music systems.
An analytical approach would, in comparison, not give a sufficient amount of
knowledge to the subject, as there have not been any substantial research done
on the subject and the number of video games currently using performative
music is rather limited.
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1.3 Chapter description
Chapter 2 (What is video game music?) is centered around the sub-question:
What is the function of music in video games?. This chapter focus on how
technology have shaped music in video games and what type of music is as-
sociated with video games. Furthermore, this chapter also looks into music’s
function in video games. Chapter 3 (What is a music system?) focus on the
methods for integrating music in video games. As the subject is to some ex-
tent rather unexplored, concept and terminology of music systems must be
clarified. Chapter 4 (Design and Implementation) focus on the design and im-
plementation of the games: ”Performative Breakout” and ”The Monsters Are
Returning!!!”. The games are developed using the Unity 5 game engine and
the graphical programming language Pure Data and have music, which is inte-
grated in a performative fashion. Chapter 5 (Analysis) focus on analyzing and
evaluating the design of the games. The analysis and evaluation is based on
the conducted play tests. Chapter 6 () focus on discussing the sub- question
3 to 6. In this chapter I will draw on knowledge collected from the previous
chapters. In chapter 7 (Conclusion), I will be answering the main question
and summarize the implications of using performative music in video games.
Lastly, when referencing to games in this thesis, I will urge the reader to watch
video’s of the games on services like youtube.com or vimeo.com.

Chapter 2
What is video game music?
What is video game music, what characterize music in video games and what is
the function of music in video games? These are the questions, I will be focusing
on in the following chapter. As this thesis is centered around integrating music
in a relatively new way, the first part of this chapter looks into the historical
aspect of video game music and how technology have shaped video game music.
To get an understanding what characterize music in different video game genres,
the second part of this chapter will focus on describing the game play and
the music typically related to common video game genres. Lastly, I will look
into the functions of video game music. This part will focus on establishing
a theoretical understanding of how music supports the game world, player’s
involvement and narrative.
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2.1 History of video game music
Sound in video games first appeared around the time when Nolan Bushnell
(with Atari) released the video game Pong (1972). The sound chips in the
early machines were very difficult to program and often limited to simple blips
and blobs. At the diners and bars, where the pong machine (figure 2.1) was
commonly placed, sound was a way to attract players, when nobody was playing
the game. Moreover, sound was used to give players feedback when playing
the game [Collins, 2008, p. 15].
Figure 2.1: The Pong machine
The first games to feature actual music was Space Invaders (1978) and
Asteroids (1979). Both these games had music, which consisted of a repetitive
one bar loop and dynamically increased in tempo as the game progressed.
The video game Frogger (1981) also featured dynamic music. The mu-
sic in Frogger consisted of 11 different segments that changed according to
the player’s progression in the game. Whenever the player reached the end
of the level or if the player died, the music changed to another music seg-
ment [Collins, 2008, p. 19 - 20]. Transition between music segments was still
so-called hard cuts, which means that the music changes abruptly, cutting from
one segment to another, instead of fading or delaying the transition to an ap-
propriate time in the music. Due to the limitations of memory, the length of
the music was often restricted to 2 or 4 bar loops, as sound effects was prior-
itized. Music was therefore still very repetitive and simple [Collins, 2008, p.
12].
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Figure 2.2: Pong (1972) Figure 2.3: Frogger (1981)
In 1983, Amiga released the 8-bit home computer Commodore 64, which
featured the SID (Sound Interface Device) chip for generating sound and mu-
sic [wikipedia, 2015c]. The SID was superior to its competitors by using sub-
tractive synthesis with five waveforms and independent programmable ADSR
for amplitude, filter and ring modulation. The amount of memory was still
sparse and the reserved space for music was often limited to 5 and 10kb [Collins, 2008,
p. 31 ].
The solution to the problem were to compose the music ”into a series of
subroutines or modules”[Collins, 2008, p. 31], where each piece of music data
would be stored in its own module, while sharing information on the chip set-
tings, such as waveform, timbre and filter etc. Each module consisted of several
patterns, which was essentially different segments of the music. One could sim-
ply repeat a pattern or change to another pattern and thereby save valuable
memory by avoiding to coding the music twice. This also enabled music to
dynamically change according to the gameplay. This concept would later in-
fluence the MOD [wikipedia, 2015b] tracker format, which was the preferable
format for music on the Commodore Amiga (1985 - 1995).
”some of the innovations in approaches to composition, such as
the use of random generation and algorithmic composition, was the
very fact that many of the game composers were often programmers”
- Karen Collins [Collins, 2008, p. 35].
Generative and procedural music also began to appear. The videogame
Ballblazer (1984) [Collins, 2008, p. 32] featured a fractal-based algorithm to
create an ever evolving rhythm track on top of randomly selected jazz phrases.
Otocky (1987) [de Figueiredo, 2009] was also notable for using procedurally
generated melodies. The gameplay in Otocky consisted of shooting bubbles,
but only in rhythm with the existing music. Moreover, shooting bubbles also
produced a random musical notes. The notes played were always in musical
key with the music, which results in an ever evolving and unique melody.
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Figure 2.4: Ballblazer (1984)
Besides the MOD tracker format, the MIDI [midi.org, 2009] protocol were
also beginning to appear in the mid-late 80s. While the MOD tracker format
needs one-cycled waveforms and/or short samples (sample-based synthesis) em-
bedded in the file in order to generate the music, MIDI is a set of instructions
that tells what the sound chip should play. The MIDI standard was originally
created as a standardize way for electronic musical instruments to communi-
cate and connect with each other. Both MIDI and MOD, made it easier for
composers to create music for the games. Both formats had its drawbacks. As
MIDI did not have embedded samples, the instruments would have a different
sound depending on the hardware, while the MOD format required more space
for storing samples. In the late 80’s, many home computers had dedicated
sound cards. Many of these sound cards used FM-synthesis (frequency mod-
ulation). FM-synthesis was superior to subtractive synthesis as it was able to
create complex timbres and waveforms. These sound cards commonly used the
FM-based Yamaha YM3812 chip [wikipedia, 2015e], while later sound cards
were often sample-based.
The introduction of 16-bit machines changed the methods for generating
sound: 8-bit machines used subtractive synthesis, while 16 bit machines used
used FM and sample-based synthesis. This aesthetic character of the music
therefore changed radically. Furthermore, new genres of video games began to
appear and the technological improvements on the hardware gave opportunities
for more complex music systems.
One of the more innovative music systems was iMUSE (interactive Music
Streaming Engine), developed by Michael Land and Peter McConnell, while
working on adventure game The Secret of Monkey Island (1991)[Franklin, 2008].
This system allowed for dynamic change of instrumentation and musical phrases
based on dialog, location and player interaction. When changing from one mu-
sic segment to another, the transition was smooth. This was made possible
because the music system was based on MIDI, which allowed for real time ma-
nipulating of MIDI instructions and dynamic transition from one segment to
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another using a rather complex algorithm.
In the 90’s, the favorable distribution platform was Compact Discs (CD).
CDs allowed one portion of the medium (track 1) to store the actual game data,
while the remaining storage was used to store the music. In this way, the music
could also be played on a regular CD player (track 2, 3 and so on). The advan-
tages was that the sound quality of the music was now in CD quality. The dis-
advantages was that music became linear. Games, such as Little Big Adventure
(1994) and Quake (1996) featured music in CD quality audio. As music could
now be stored on a CD, some video games also began to use licenses popular
music as soundtrack, such as Wipeout 2097 (1996) which had various electron-
ica, big beat and techno artists to provide its soundtrack[wikipedia, 2015d].
In the 00’s video game music once more became dynamic due to new pro-
tocols, such as DirectX [Microsoft, 2015] and middleware software such as
FMOD [fmod.org, 2015] and Wwise [audiokinetic.com, 2015]. Furthermore,
increased memory allowed the audible quality of dynamic music to be on pair
with the 90’s CD quality audio. Some video games once again, experimented
with procedural and generative techniques to generate the music. One of these
games was the life simulator Spore (2008), which were supervised by the leg-
endary and experimental csomposer Brian Eno [Maher, 2015]. In Spore, the
player would start out as a single celled organism and evolve into more complex
life forms. Most of content, as well as the music in the game was generated us-
ing generative techniques. Furthermore, the music in the game was generated
by a heavily modified version of the Pure Data software [Farnell, 2007].
Figure 2.5: Audiosurf (2008), developed by Dylan Fitterer
In recent years, innovations in hardware and software have spawned a new
generation of music and rhythm based game, such as the music-adapting puz-
zle racer AudioSurf [audio-surf.com, 2010] and the musical exploration game
FRACT [fractgame.com, 2015]. In AudioSurf, levels are generated using the
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player’s own music library, which through analyzing these music tracks de-
fines the shape, mood and speed of the track. In FRACT, the player explores
and solves musical puzzles in an abstract world built on sound and music.
Both these games are great examples of the current trend of game developer’s
innovating and prioritizing new ways of integrating music into video games.
Furthermore, the music in these games are integrated in a very performative
fashion.
Figure 2.6: FRACT (2014), developed by Phosfiend Systems
When looking at video game music from a historical perspective it becomes
quite clear that it has largely been shaped by contemporary technology. The
unanswered question is now how future technology will shape video game music.
While, the previous section focused on music in relation to technology, the next
part of this chapter will focus on the music in relation to video game genres.
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2.2 The five video game genres
To define the main genres of video games I will be using Richard Stevens and
Dave Rayboulds ”The Game Audio Tutorial” [Stevens and Raybould, 2011],
while also adding my own thoughts of the videogame genres and the func-
tion of music in these. Video games can largely be in to five main gen-
res [Stevens and Raybould, 2011, p. 162 - 163].
• Social/Casual/Puzzle
• Platformer/Arcade
• Driving/Simulation/Sports
• Strategy/Role-Playing Games
• Adventure/Action/Shooter
There are of cause exceptions in all of these genres and their associated
music as my definitions of video game genres are broad. Some racing games
seems more appropriate to be categorized as arcade games, while some simu-
lator games, such as business and god simulators would be more appropriate
to be categorized as strategy games. In contrast to movie genres, it is the
characteristics of the gameplay and not the topic/theme that define the games
genre.
Social/Casual/Puzzle
Music in the Social/Casual/Puzzle genre often seems to be quite repetitive
and linear. Music in some of these games can be quite memorable, such as
the theme song in Tetris (1984). The music are usually absent of any ludic
function what-so-ever. This means that these games can be played without
any sound or music, which are not not considered of any importance to the
gameplay. The players of these games are casual gamers, who do not seek to
invest oceans of time in gaming, as opposite to hardcore gamers. The recent
years diffusion of mobile technology have popularized the genre and as the
games can be played without music, these games are ideal to play at office
hours or when in transit. It is also interesting to note that other genres (mainly
Adventure/Action/Shooter) sometimes have so-called ”minigames” within the
game. These minigames are often in the Social/Casual/Puzzle.
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Figure 2.7: Tetris (1984), designed by Alexey Pajitnov and Vladimir Pokhilko.
Platformer/Arcade
This genre often contains music which most people still associate with ”videogame
music”, even though contemporary video game music can be in any genre as it
is not restricted by technological constrains [Munday, 2007, p. 1]. The music in
these games are generally synthesized and repetitive. The genre of this music is
often called ”bitcore”, ”chiptune” or ”8-bit”. Platformer/Arcade is one of the
earliest video game genres, which is why the music in these games are usually
characterized with their ”rudimentary electronic timbres and restricted number
of voices” [Munday, 2007, p. 1] due to the limitations of the hardware, which
the games are played on. The recent diffusion of indie games have had a huge
impact on its revival with games, such as Super Meat Boy (2010) and FEZ
(2012), which have a lot of common with early video games, where the primary
gameplay mechanics involve running, jumping (and sometimes shooting), such
as seen in the original Super Mario Bros. (1985). In these games, it is not
uncommon that the music are extremely adaptive to certain game events, such
as speeding up the music when a timer is running out. These games generally
works with the concept of stages or levels, where music is directly associated
with it.
Figure 2.9: Super Meat Boy
(2010, designed by Edmund
McMillen and Tommy Refenes.
Figure 2.10: Fez (2012), designed
by Phil Fish.
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Figure 2.8: Super Mario Bros. (1985), developed by Nintendo
Driving/Simulation/Sports
Music in driving games are often diegetic and played from a virtual radio and
some times use licensed popular music. Examples of driving games are Need
For Speed series (1994 - 2013) and the NASCAR series (1994 - 2014). Simula-
tion games, such as flight simulators, space simulators and war simulators (to
name a few) are often absent of any music in order to maintain realism. The
simulation genre cover a wide range of topics, such as driving a train, truck.
Driving and simulator games strives to replicate realism, such as recreating the
handling and steering of a car, plane or train. In Sports games, the music are
often only present at times in-between matches or in the game menus and in
the same manner as the driving games, the music is often licensed music. It is
also important to note that some simulators does not fulfill the requirements of
Jesper Juuls and Grant Tavinors definition of a video game. Interactive music
is sometimes present in the form of choosing what music plays on the virtual
radio. The Need For Speed series have been known to use adaptive music,
where music is changed according to the current situation, such as when the
player is being pursuit by cops [Brandon, 2002].
Strategy/Role-Playing Games
Music in Strategy/Role-Playing Games commonly use music as a means to
define the location and culture of the game environment. Concepts such as
leitmotifs or recurring themes for certain characters are usually found in Role-
Playing games. The majority of players in these games are hardcore gamers and
a play though of a game could last for up to a hundred hours, which means that
variation and the amount of music is an important factor. While, some games
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use music sparsely as a way not to bore the player (World Of Warcraft (2004)),
others have jukeboxes where the player can freely choose music (Command &
Conquer (1995)). Procedural or generative music have also been used in order
to create variation, such as seen in the previously mentioned video game Spore
(2008). Some of the most emotional and memorable video game music have
been associated with Role-Playing games, such as Final Fantasy series (1987 -
2014), where the players are emotionally attached to certain characters. The
series also heavy relies on leitmotifs.
Adventure/Action/Shooter
It is not unusual to see music, which resembles that of Hollywood in these
games. They are often nonlinear and therefore present a great challenge for
composers as music needs to adapt to the pace and situation of the game.
These games are known to have very high budgets and have high profile Hol-
lywood composers responsible for delivering the score. A great example of an
Adventure/Action/Shooter are the Call Of Duty (2003 - 2015) series. The
setting the Call of Duty games are situated around the two great world wars
and places the player in situations, which are not far from what is seen in big
budget Hollywood films, such as the D-day scene in the movie Saving Private
Ryan (1998). These games are also known to have sections of the game, which
are heavily scripted as a way to mimic the spectacle and pace of action movies.
Figure 2.11: Saving Private
Ryan (1998), directed by Steven
Spielberg
Figure 2.12: Call of Duty 2
(2005), developed by Infinity
Ward
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2.3 Functions of music in video games
The following section will be concerning the function of music in video games
and is centered around Rod Munday’s article ”Music in video games” [Munday, 2007].
Munday strives to get an theoretical understanding of the function of video
game music by approaching the subject by exploiting the following questions:
”how does music supports the perception of a gameworld?”, ”how does music
support the player’s involvement in the game?” and ”how does music supports
a game narrative?”. As Munday’s examination of the subject is only analyti-
cal and therefore arbitrary, I will supplement with my own thoughts and other
sources as well.
Figure 2.13: Doom (1993), developed by id Software
Perception of the gameworld
One of the function of music in video games is to support the perception of
the gameworld [Munday, 2007, p. 2]. The gameworld, in context to Munday,
refers to the virtual space and environment the player is situated in. In the real
world, sound have certain advantages over vision. Whereas, we can close our
eyes, we always hear. In video games, the graphics are a constructed replica of
the real world, whereas sound can be recorded and therefore perceived exactly
like a real one. Computer-generated environment makes no sound, which is
why sound can be used give meaning to the visual information. This means
that music can be used to give a different meaning to the visual information,
just by using different music.
”sombre music can darken a sunny picture, whereas no end
of sunny pictures can ever lighten sombre music-” - Rod Mon-
day [Munday, 2007, p. 4]
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An example of this can be seen in the final cut scene in the video game DOOM
(1993). In this scene, the music playing brings to mind a childish lullaby, with
a picture of a rabbit eating grass in the light of the morning sun. As the
picture gradually slides to the left, the music becomes dissonant. At the end
of the scene, the observer realizes that the red sky does in fact not resemble
the morning sun but fire and smoke. The hordes of hell have come to earth.
The end of mankind.
Figure 2.14: ”Beginning of the
DOOM cut scene”
Figure 2.15: ”End of the cut
scene from DOOM”
While, the previous example uses music to enhance the visual informa-
tion, anempathetic music can also be used to change the context of the scene,
which means that the music plays against the emotions that appear visu-
ally [Stevens and Raybould, 2011, p. 166]. In three dimensional games (such
as DOOM) ”players always perceive the gameworld in three hundred and sixty
degrees, with most of the information outside of the visual frame being pro-
vided by the soundtrack” [Munday, 2007, p. 2]. Music can therefore func-
tion as an informal device to understand the environment outside the visual
frame [Stevens and Raybould, 2011, p. 164].
Music can thus be used to create a sense of the environment and space in
the world the player is placed. Furthermore, music can be used to create an
atmosphere or mood of the environment through instrumentation, style and
cultural connotation [Stevens and Raybould, 2011, p. 164]. Munday uses the
game Super Mario Bros (1985) to exemplify this. In Super Mario Bros. there
are two types of levels: the overworld and the underworld. When the player is
in the so-called overworld, the music is considerably more happy, than when in
the so-called underworld. Furthermore, Munday argues, that when discussing
music in video games the ”the musicological definition of music is overly nar-
row” [Munday, 2007, p. 4] and stresses a more abstract definition, which in-
cludes ”ambient sounds, sound effects, silences and even certain speech sounds
(known to video gamers as ‘barks’) as being part of ‘the score.’” [Munday, 2007,
p. 3]. One great example of this is the videogame Quake (1996), composed
by industrial rocker Trent Reznor. Most of this soundtrack is constructed by
pulsing mechanical drums and dissonant ambiance, which would make no sense
if read on a piece of node sheet as the majority of sound in isolation would be
more appropriate to categorize as sound effects rather than actual musical
notes.
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Figure 2.16: Underworld and overworld in Super Mario Bros. (1985), developed
by Nintendo
Figure 2.17: Quake (1996), developed by id Software
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The player’s involvement in the game
Music can also function as a means to support the player’s involvement in the
game through immersion [Munday, 2007, p. 5]. In context to video games,
immersion can appear in different ways [Adams, 2004].
From a ludologists perspective, one can be immersion by what is called
strategic immersion. This kind of immersion describes the player’s involvement
in a cerebral fashion and is often found in complex and board-like strategy
games, such as Civilization V (2010) or Endless Space (2012). Immersion in
these game does not occur as a result of the story or setting of the game space,
but rather out of the process of observing, calculating and deducting the rules,
in order to win the game.
Figure 2.18: Civilization V (2010), developed by Firaxis Games
On the other end of the spectrum, there is also a narrative immersion.
This emerges in the same fashion as when we get immersed by a good movie
or book. Narrative immersion occurs as a response of good storytelling, dialog
and characters. On the other hand, narrative immersion can also be broken by
bad storytelling, sloppy dialog or unbelievable characters.
The last type is tactical immersion. In contrast to the strategic immersion,
it occurs in relation to the ”moment-by-moment act of playing the game” [Adams, 2004],
where higher brain functions are largely shut down. Tactical immersion often
emerges in fast-paced action games, where reaction time is of essence.
Munday, divides music’s immersive function into two categories: Cogni-
tive immersion and mythic immersion [Munday, 2007, p. ]. The idea behind
cognitive immersion is that the human brain is divided into many different
areas, which handles different cognitive and perceptual tasks. Music are gen-
erally thought to be processed by areas of the brain, which are dealing with
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non-linguistic sounds, which means that music can be used to prevent this area
from processing distracting sounds outside of the game. Karen Collins also em-
phasizes the cognitive immersion as an important element and expresses that
she ”often turn the sound up on my headphones when working or gaming, to
drown out telephone conversations, the snow plow outside, or other noises that
serve to distract my attention” [Collins, 2007, p. 9]. The idea behind cognitive
immersion is therefore also what is known as the cocktail party effect. In a
recent experiment [Sanders and Cairns, 2010], it was suggested that music in
video games can alter the perceived time, while they also noted that games
may be less immersive whether the music is liked or not. This experiment sup-
ports Munday’s cognitive immersion. Whereas, cognitive immersion prevents
the outside from entering the gaming situation, mythic immersion deals with
what is within the game. Some videogames share the same aesthetic tradi-
tion of ’mythic drama’ found in both opera and cinema, where music is used
in order to create immersion trough epic music. Munday, argues that video
games are already mythical, as they are constructed by computer generated
images, which is why ”video games cannot function in exactly the same way as
it functions in cinema, because there are not the same tensions between myth
and reality.” [Munday, 2007, p. 8]. Munday furthermore argues that in order
to maintain the same tension present in mythic drama, sound effects might
be a better candidate. That said, cinematic music can act as an indexical to
cinema ”connoting all the epic associations of the aesthetic of cinematic re-
alism, but without actually performing any of its functions” [Munday, 2007,
p. 8]. This is often seen in role-playing games, such as in the Mass Effect
(2007 - 2013) series, where epic cinematic music is used in order to immerse
the player into the mythic drama, which setting is not unlike that of the Star
Wars (1979) universe. Using cinematic music obviously supports the narrative
immersion and compliments the storytelling, dialog and characters, while it
might be more interesting to study if music can be used to enhance strategic
and tactical immersion.
Game narrative
A games narrative can also be supported by music [Munday, 2007, p. 9]. In
some simple narratives, the primary function of music is to motivate the player,
such as signifying if the player is in a safe or in a dangerous situation. This can
be as simple as playing either calm or anxious music. Horror games often use
music to reflect the psychological state of the player’s character. Some games
use cinematic music, not to mythologize, but to structure dramatic narrative
conventions, where music is only used ”when a mission reaches its climax and
this has the effect of heightening the tension” [Munday, 2007, p. 9], while also
highlighting events in the narrative. Using dynamic music is obviously a way
to use music as a means to support an ongoing and evolving narrative.
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Figure 2.19: Mass Effect (2006), developed by BioWare
2.4 Summary
In this chapter several aspects of video games music have been highlighted.
Seen from a historical perspective, video game music have to a great extend
been shaped by its technology. The function and type of music in video games
also tend to change according to video game genres. While different video
games seems to support some areas of the game more than others depending
on the video game genre, music ability to support the game is often found
in several areas. Firstly, music’s function is to support the perception of the
gameworld, both visually and spatially. Secondly, music is used to support the
player’s involvement in the game through immersion. Lastly, music is used to
support the ongoing narrative, often by using dynamic music, which changes
accordingly to the visuals. In the next chapter I will look into the actual music
systems.
Chapter 3
What is a music system?
What is a music system and what are the approaches for integrating music
into video games? This chapter will focus on clarifying the terminology and
understanding how music can be integrated into a video game. Nonlinear music
can be integrated using several methods, such as interactive, adaptive, dynamic
or performative. The first part of this chapter suggests a way to define and
understanding how a music system can be designed. The second part of this
chapter will be centered around the different approaches to integrate music.
When examining the possible approaches of integrating and designing a
music system, one can divide a game into three elements: ”player”, ”game
engine” and ”music system”.
Figure 3.1: Player, game engine and music system
This model was briefly introduced in the introduction chapter and is based
on Karen Collins definitions described in her book ”Game Sound” [Collins, 2008]
and Richard Stevens and Dave Rayboulds [Stevens and Raybould, 2011] book
”The Game Audio Tutorial: A practial guide to sound and music for interac-
tive games”. Karen Collins broadly speaks of these terms in relation of audio
and encompasses both sound and music. The term ”performative music” (in
relation to videogame music) is coined by Richard Stevens and Dave Ray-
boulds [Stevens and Raybould, 2011], who also refers to this configuration as
”truly interactive”. For the purpose of this thesis, it is crucial to establish a
mutual understanding of which part of the game is the game engine and what
is the music system.
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3.1 Overview of a music system
In figure 3.17 a typical music system can be seen.
Figure 3.2: Music System
A music system could be designed in many ways, depending on the appli-
cations, but understood by divided the system into the two elements: a music
manager and sound generators. As a way to understand this I will use an
analogy between an orchestra and a music system. The music manager can
be understood as having the same role as the conductor and composer in an
orchestra and is responsible for how music should be arranged or composed and
is purely dealing with data. The sound generator are responsible for producing
the actual sound and can be understood as the ensemble. The music man-
ager therefore encompasses elements, such as a transport system for keeping
track of tempo and position of the music, patterns or segments containing note
data and systems for arranging these. The music system is also responsible for
interpreting input from either the player’s direct actions or the game engine.
There are several techniques for generating sound. The first approach is
to use pre-rendered audio. This means that the music is stored using pulse-
code modulation (PCM), which is essentially raw sound data, such as found on
CDs or on sound file formats, such as WAVE or MP3 etc. Using this method,
the music manager would for instance either be responsible for triggering pre-
rendered audio files or what sections of a sound file should play.
Secondly, the actual generation of sound can be done externally, such
as playing back MIDI or MOD file formats. As MIDI is simply instruc-
tions to a sound driver (Microsoft GS Wavetable SW Synth), sound card or
software/hardware synthesizer, it contains no sound whatsoever. Using this
method, the music manager would either work as a conductor, controlling the
tempo and what parts (MIDI) or patterns (MOD) should play or an composer,
creating the MIDI data using an algorithm.
The third method of generating sound is to synthesize the sound in real-
time, using a custom build software synthesizer/playback engine. This includes,
subtractive, FM-based, granular etc. When generating the sound using synthe-
sizers, the music manager often contains components for defining note data and
patterns, but can also be done by using procedural or generative algorithms.
Using synthesizers gives control over the actual sound, but is also more cpu-
heavy and more complex to build, as the developer needs to have knowledge
of low level digital signal processing. The music system is therefore not only
responsible for generating the sound, but also how and when different music
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segments are played or generated. When sending information from the music
system to the game engine it can therefore either be from the music manager
or the sound generators as seen in figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Output of music system
When sending information from from the music manager it could for in-
stance contain information about the current position of the music or the cur-
rently playing music segment, while information send from the sound genera-
tors could contain information about loudness (measured in dB) or information
about frequency bands, which requires some type of sound analysis. There are
arguably others ways to interpret a music system and my definition can be
considered arbitrary by some. In the next part I will be explaining how a game
can be configured to integrate and react to the music system.
Figure 3.4: Music system with sound analysis
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3.2 Nondynamic and linear music
Figure 3.5: example of model in a cut-scene
The most basic level of nondiegetic audio for games is the non-
dynamic linear sounds and music found most frequently in the in-
troductory movies or cinematics - Karen Collins [Collins, 2008, p.
125]
When music is integrated in a nondynamic and (usually) linear fashion, nei-
ther the game engine nor the player have any influence on the music system.
The music is often nondiegetic in the same manner as the storyteller in a nar-
rative. As the player have no interaction with the game engine, this is equal
to watching a movie. In figure 3.5, the configuration of the three elements can
be seen.
Figure 3.6: non-dynamic
On figure 3.6, music is integrated in a nondynamic fashion. In this con-
figuration, the player interacts with the game engine, while neither the game
engine nor the player have any influence on the music system. The music is
therefore (usually) still linear and nondynamic, while the player can interact
with the game engine. This is implied by the feedback loop between the game
engine and the player. In all games, which feature music, players will get feed-
back from the game engine on their interactions, and they receive feedback
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from the music trough listening. It is important to note that the music, which
is produced does not in fact have to be linear as the system can be autonomous,
such as if it uses procedural or generative algorithms.
3.3 Interactive music
Interactive audio (...) refers to those sound events that react to
the player’s direct input - Karen Collins[Collins, 2008, p. 4]
As music becomes interactive, the player’s actions have influence on the music.
This model can be seen in figure 3.7 and is indicated by the feedback loop
between the player and the music system. Interactivity is therefore referred to
the player’s direct actions.
Figure 3.7: Interactive
(...) the nondiegetic music that plays in the background of scenes
as underscore becomes diegetic when players decide to have their
character play an instrument or sing along with the music - Karen
Collins [Collins, 2008, p. 125]
In some games, such as in the car theft themed action-adventure Grand
Theft Auto 5 (2013), the player can change radio stations, when driving around
in his/her car. The radio stations in Grand Theft Auto 5 contains a mixture
of a radio DJ talking and music playing. Each station have a different genre
of licensed music playing. The radio station named ”Non-Stop-Pop FM” plays
modern pop music, while ”Los Santos Rock Radio” plays classic rock music.
The music in the game can therefore be changed by the player’s actions. In
other games players can choose to interact with an in-game asset, such as an
instrument which is located within the player character’s space. An interesting
notion is that the music in these games shifts from being nondiegetic to diegetic.
The music is not only present to support the game’s environment, but actually
becomes a part of the game environment. Interactive music does not always
have to be diegetic.
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In some games, players can choose what music should be playing, while
the music is still nondiegetic. In the real-time strategy game Command and
Conquer - Red Alert (1996), players can choose freely between all the music in
the game using an in-game music player. While each map have a predefined
playlist, that the game cycles trough, players can interrupt the predefined
playlist and listen to any piece of music featured in the game.
Figure 3.8: The interactive music player in the videogame: Command And
Conquer - Red Alert (1996)
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In other games, location-based trigger-points [Collins, 2008, p. 161] within
the game are used as cues to change the music. As such triggers are a result of
the player’s actions trough movement, this change of music is also considered as
interactive. An example of a location-based trigger-point is in the beginning of
the sci-fi first-person shooter Unreal (1998), where the player has crash-landed
on a strange planet. When the player character exits the space ship, a piece of
immerse music is triggered, as he discover that his spaceship has crash-landed
on a beautiful rocky planet. The trigger for the music is therefore based on the
player character’s location in the game space, as he leaves his space ship.
Figure 3.9: Unreal (1996)
Another example of a interactive and nondiegetic music is when it changes
as the player is close to dangers, such as an enemy. The change of the music
is not based of the location in the game space, but according to the distance
between the player and the enemy. The videogame, Alien Isolation (2014),
based on Ridley Scotts’ horror movie Alien (1979), uses such a system. As a
way to capture the tension and horror of the music in original movie, the game
uses a clever cue system, which is primarily based on the distance between the
player character and the alien creature. In addition to recreating the tension,
the interactive music also have a ludic function, as players can use the music as
a way to know, when the creature is near and therefore an indication for when
to flee or hide. Interactive and nondiegetic music is therefore music, which
reacts to the players direct actions outside of the diegesis, while interactive
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and diegetic music occurs when the player character directly interacts with a
some asset within the character’s space, such as a radio or an instrument.
Figure 3.10: Alien Isolation (2014)
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3.4 Adaptive music
Adaptive audio (...) is sound that reacts to the game states,
responding to various in-game parameters such as time-ins, time-
outs, player health, enemy health, and so on - Karen Collins [Collins, 2008,
p. 4]
On the other hand, the game engine can also have influence on the music, which
means that the music system adapts to game states or in-game parameters.
This can be seen in figure 3.11.
Figure 3.11: Adaptive
As with interactive music, it can both be diegetic and nondiegetic. When
music is adaptive and nondiegetic it reacts to gameplay outside the diegesis and
unaffected by the player’s direct actions. In the videogame Minecraft (2009),
a randomly selected piece of music is playing whenever the sun sets or rises.
The music is not cued as a result of the player’s action, but controlled by the
an event, in this case, when day changes to night and vice verse.
An example of diegetic and adaptive music is in GTA 5, where the radio
station plays different music depending on the time of day, which means that
some music will only play during night-time and other music only at day-
time. In this example the music is diegetic and based on a parameter, which
represents the time of day. Cues for changing the music is often based on
event-based trigger points or run-time parameter triggers. Run-time parameter
triggers are when music changes according to ”continuously evolving parameters
such as timers, player health, ammunition”[p. 161][Collins, 2008]. The classic
example, which is often referred to is the music in Super Mario Bros. (1985).
In Super Mario Bros., each level has a count down timer. As the timer runs
out, the speed of the music increases, creating tension.
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Figure 3.12: Minecraft (2009)
3.5 Dynamic music
Karen Collins uses the term:
”(...) dynamic audio to encompass both interactive and adap-
tive audio. Dynamic audio reacts both to changes in the game-
play environment, and/or to actions taken by the player” - Karen
Collins [Collins, 2008, p. 4]
Figure 3.13: Dynamic
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The term dynamic is therefore a general term used when music is either in-
teractive, adaptive or both. This can be seen in figure 3.13. When music is
dynamic the game engine can influence the music in several ways [Collins, 2008,
p. 148 - 163 ], such as:
1. Variable tempo.
2. Variable pitch
3. Variable rhythm/meter (time signature)
4. Variable volume/dynamics
5. Variable DSP/timbres
6. Variable melodies (algorithmic generation)
7. Variable harmony (chordal arrangements, key or mode)
8. Variable mixing
9. Variable form (open form)
10. Variable form (branching parameter-based music)
These musical variation can both be a result of the player’s direct action or
some event or parameter in the game engine. The first variation is tempo, such
as seen in Space Invaders (1978) and Super Mario Bros (1985). The pitch can
also be altered. This can either be done on the whole mix or individual instru-
ments or samples. Just as tempo can be changed, the music can also modulate
into another time signatures or scale (major/minor). DSP refers adding ef-
fects, such as reverb or delay or changing instrumentation or timbre of the
instruments. The melody can also be changed or altered using procedural or
generative algorithms, either by manipulating the actual notes or randomly se-
lecting one or cycling through several predefined/pre-rendered melodies/sound
files. In the same way as changing melody, chords in a music segment can also
be changing, resulting in an new or alternative arrangement of chords. Mixing,
refers to the loudness of different instrument layers. Muting and unmuting or
change the volume on different parts can alter overall intensity of the music.
”Variable form (open form)” refers to creating variations to ”larger segments
of the song, sequences or phrases within sections, or even smaller units within
phrases”[p. 155] [Collins, 2008] in an aleatoric fashion like Mozart’s famous
musical dice game ”Musikalisches Wu¨rfelspiel”. Whereas, the open form uses
an aleatoric approach, branching parameter-based form uses parameters from
the game engine or location based triggers to determine how the music should
evolve. Transition matrices are commonly used in branching parameter-based
music.
Furthermore, these variations does not need to be triggered by the player’s
direct actions or the game engine, but can also be triggered in inside the music
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system. This is often the case, when the music system uses procedural or
generative methods. As earlier mentioned this means that the music system
can be autonomous and nonlinear without being dynamic.
3.6 Performative music
”For a truly interactive music, there needs to be a feedback cycle
between the game engine and the music state. Rather than simply
receiving input from the game and responding accordingly, the game
state should receive feedback from the music as to its current posi-
tion and the time to the next musical transition point” - Richard
Stevens and Dave Rayboulds[p. 238][Stevens and Raybould, 2011]
When the music have influence on the actual game engine, the configuration
is called performative. This means that there is a feedback loop between all
the elements of the system. This system can be seen in figure 3.14.
Figure 3.14: Performative
The term performative is coined by Richard Stevens and Dave Rayboulds,
who also refers to the system as being ”truly interactive”. It is important to
note that it is the feedback loop between all the elements in the system which
makes it performative. The most obvious game application, using performative
music are rhythm and music based games, where music is used as input for the
game’s decision making processes. This is often done by sending information
about the current position and time of the next musical transition point. One
can also think of the visuals found in media players (figure 3.15 and 3.16),
where information derived from analysing different the musics frequency bands
are used as input for generating the visuals. In the same manner, the game
can use information derived from analyzing the raw sound as an input for the
game.
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Figure 3.15: Windows Media
Player
Figure 3.16: Milkdrop visualiza-
tion plug-in for WinAmp
To explain the concept, two scenarios in an imaginary game can be com-
pared. One, which is dynamic and one which is performative. In this imaginary
game the player has to shoot an enemy, which have a finite amount of health.
In the scenario, which uses the dynamic system, the enemy is set to die in-
stantly when its health reaches zero (or what is equivalent to 10 shots). In the
scenario, which uses the performative system, the enemy does not instantly die
when health parameter reaches zero. Instead the enemy’s death is delayed until
the music have a musical to transition, which could be the next bar. This means
that the player might shoot the enemy 11 or 12 times before death occurs, or
the player shoots 10 times but it takes a few seconds for the enemy to actu-
ally die. In the performative system, the feedback loop goes both ways. The
game’s decision making process for when the enemy dies takes the input from
the music into account, which creates a system which is ”truly interactive”.
The above scenarios are described by Richard Stevens and Dave Rayboulds,
and concludes that:
”Whatever clever methods, present or future, we come up with,
they are never going to work musically (and therefore will never
be as effective for the game experience as they could be) unless we
start consider music as a part of the system, not just as an output” -
Richard Stevens and Dave Rayboulds [Stevens and Raybould, 2011,
p. 242]
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3.7 Summary
The previous chapter have been focusing on establishing a common under-
standing of music systems. This knowledge is crucial when designing and im-
plementing a music system. Furthermore, the focus have been on explaining
the core concept of integrating music in a performative fashion. In figure 3.17
an overview of a performative music system can be seen.
Figure 3.17: Overview of player (green), game engine (red) and music system
(blue)
The next chapter will focus on the design and implementation of a perfor-
mative music system.
Chapter 4
Design and implementation
This chapter will focus on the design and implementation of two games which
integrate music in performative fashion. These games and their music systems
are developed using the game engine Unity 5 [unity3d.com, 2015], while the
music system is created in Pure Data [puredata.info, 2015].
The purpose of the development of these games is to get a hands on practical
knowledge of how performative music can be used in video games. Some genres
of games are arguably very difficult to make believable exemplary games of in
the relative short timespan of this thesis. Games in genres, such as adventure
games are heavily story/text driven, which would require special expertise in
writing stories, which I do not have. I have chosen to only cover some genres.
That said, I will still be able discuss the use of performative music in other
genres, as some of the techniques used to create the performative music would
be the same.
The first game is an adaptation of the classic arcade game ”Breakout” (1972)
and is called Performative Breakout. The second game is called ”The Monsters
Are Returning!!!” and is an top-down action shooter. The integration of music
in the games is slightly different. Performative Breakout focus on integrating
music in a visual fashion. Gameplay elements and events in the game are
visually affected by the rhythm of the music. ”The Monsters Are Returning!!!”
integrate performative music in a non-visual fashion. In this game, certain
elements and events are controlled by the music but rhythm and changes in
music are not visually shown. This game features monsters, which behavior are
affected by the music. When music is aggressive, the monsters will attack the
players. When music is calm, the monsters will flee from the player. One could
therefore say that Performative Breakout integrate music in a visual fashion,
whereas ”The Monsters Are Returning!!!” does it in a non-visual fashion.
In the following sections, I will briefly introduce some core concepts of
Unity and Pure Data. This is a necessary in order to fully understand the
implementation of the games.
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4.1 Unity 5
Figure 4.1: Unity Editor
Unity is a game engine for creating interactive experiences and is used widely
among independent video game developers. Unity uses a graphical user inter-
face known as the Unity Editor (figure 4.1), which is used to create and define
the content within the game and how the content should interact. Unity works
with the concept of scenes, which are populated with game objects. These
game objects are what makes up the content in the game. Functionality can
be added to game bjects by attaching components, such as meshes, physics
sounds, scripts etc. A game object, with attached components can be saved as
a prefab, which is essentially a game asset. A game asset could be a playable
character. Such a character would have a graphical components attached for
the visual representation and a script for moving the character on the screen.
Scripting in Unity is done in C# programming language. Scripting is used to
add behavior to game objects. On listing 4.1, the anatomy of a simple scripts
can be seen.
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Listing 4.1: Anatomy of a script
1 using UnityEngine;
2 using System.Collections;
3
4 public class NewBehaviourScript : MonoBehaviour {
5
6 // Use this for initialization
7 void Start () {
8
9 }
10
11 // Update is called once per frame
12 void Update () {
13
14 }
15 }
Components: Every game object has a component of the type Transform
attached. The Transform component is used to define the position, rotation
and scale of that object. These variables can either be changed in the Unity
Editor’s inspector (figure 4.2) or in a script (listing 4.2), which is attached to
that Game Object.
Figure 4.2: Unity Editor’s inspector
Listing 4.2: Transform
1 public class TestScript : MonoBehaviour {
2
3 void Start () {
4 transform.position = new Vector3(10,0,0);
5 transform.rotation = Quaternion.Euler(new Vector3(0,0,0));
6 transform.localScale = new Vector3(1,1,1);
7 }
8 }
Referencing: As all game objects have a name, the most commonly used
method for referencing another game object is to find it by its name, as seen
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on listing 4.3 line 1 (listing 4.3). If one script component need to get access
to another script component attached to the same or another game gbject,
the GetComponent<"otherScript"> is used as seen line 2 (listing 4.3).
The last method to make a reference to another game object is to declare a
public game object and utilize the graphical interface to make the reference.
If a variable (such as a game object) is public, it will be visible in the Unity
Editor’s inspector, and referencing can be done by dragging the game object
into the empty inspector slot.
Listing 4.3: Reference to another game object
1 GameObject player = GameObject.Find("Player");
2 PlayerSound ps = player.gameObject.GetComponent<PlayerSound");
Creating new game objects: One can either create game objects in the
scene by placing them in the graphical interface or instantiate them using a
script. One would often not use the new keyword to create an object of a
class (as seen on listing 4.4, line 1) but instead instantiate a prefab with which
have the desired components and scripts attached to it (listing 4.4, line 2). An
alternative method is to create an empty game object and attach compononts
to is using the AddComponent("<SomeClass>)() (listing 4.4, line 3). By
using the two latter methods the game object can be seen and referenced in
the graphical interface.
Listing 4.4: Methods to create a Game Object within a script
1 SomeClass someClass = new SomeClass();
2 Instantiate("Some Prefab with the script attached") as SomeClass;
3 GameObject gameObject = new GameObject().AddComponent("<SomeClass>
");
One of the initial challenges of making a performative music system is to
create a transport system that can cue music segments by keeping track of
the current position of the music. This transport systems should essentially be
updating at a constant rate. In Unity, the most common method used when im-
plementing game behaviour, code for movement, triggering actions, responding
to player input or anything that needs to be handled during gameplay, is done
the Update() method. The Update() method is called ones every frame.
As the frame rate various, depending on the amount of code that needs to be
executed and the hardware the code is executed on, this method is not suitable
for triggering a music segments at a constant rate. Another method often used
is FixedUpdate(). This method can be called at a specified rate indepen-
dent of the frame rate. The default update rate when using FixedUpdate()
is 20ms. Even when using FixedUpdate(), the update rate various slightly
and is not constant. One update might occur at 19ms, while the next might be
at 21ms, which makes the method unsuitable for a performative music system.
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4.2 Pure Data and LibPd
Figure 4.3: Pure Data
While, there are known methods (which, I will be discussing later) that
could be used for implementing a transport system in Unity, I will for the
purpose of this thesis use the open source library called libpd and Pure Data.
One, reason is that Pure Data is very good for prototyping. Secondly, sepa-
rating the game engine (Unity 5 ) from the music system (Pure Data) makes
it clear which part is responsible for what. Pure Data is a visual program-
ming language, where software is called patches. Algorithmic functions in a
patch is represented by objects, which are connected by directed graphs. It is
widely used by musicians, visual artist, performers and researchers and have
been used for creating the music system for video games, such as Spore (2008)
and FRACT (2014). Pure Data have two kinds of objects. The first type is
objects deals with data and the other type with audio. Objects, which deals
with audio have a tilde sign appended in its object name. To give an example,
two objects can be seen in figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4: Objects in Pure Data
Objects usually have inlets and outlets, which can be feed with data. The
first object, named "osc", is a simple oscillator which takes an optional ar-
gument. In this case, the argument is 440. 440 means that the oscillator is
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producing a sinus wave at 440 hertz, which is the musical frequency for the
musical note A. In the numberbox, which is connected to the leftmost inlet
of the osc object, the user can change the frequency of the oscillator. The
rightmost inlet is used to reset the phase of the wave, which takes a special
data type called bang. A bang message is used to initiate events and can be
compared to pushing a button. The metro object functions as a metronome,
which sends a series of bangs at a constant rate. The argument for the ob-
ject is 250, which means that the object should output a bang every 250 ms.
The togglebox outputs zero or one. This object is connected to the metro
objects leftmost inlet. If the metro object receive a zero, it will be disabled,
while the number one will activate the object. The rightmost inlet, is used for
changing the rate, in which the metro should send bang messages.
”Pure Data works with 64-sample “ticks,” in that whenever au-
dio is processed it is done in multiples of 64 samples. Once per tick,
all currently incoming messages are handled and outgoing messages
are sent out” - Henk Boom [Boom, 2013]
Object dealing with audio (such as osc) operate at the audio’s sample rate,
which is usually 44100 samples per second. Object dealing with data works
with the concept of ticks. One tick is equal to 64 samples. All incoming and
outgoing messages are sent out at the rate of the ticks.
LibPd is a library, which enables Pure Data patches to run embedded
in a wide range of programming languages, including Unity. The library,
which is used in this project is libPd4Unity, which is developed by Patrick
Sebastien [Sebastien, 2015]. While the library have no documentation, a num-
ber of simple scripts are bundled as an example of how to initialize LibPd,
setup audio callback, receiving and sending messages back and fourth from
Pure Data and Unity.
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4.3 Design and implementation of Performative
Breakout
The first game implemented with performative music is Performative Break-
out and is an adaption of the original Breakout (1976). The original version
of Breakout was developed for the Atari 2600 and conceptualized by Nolan
Bushnell and Steve Bristol, while it was programmed by Steve Wozniak aided
by Steve Jobs [wikipedia, 2015a]. The gameplay is heavily influenced by Pong
(1972) by having both a paddle and ball.
Figure 4.5: Original Breakout
(1976) Figure 4.6: Screendump of Per-
formative Breakout
Design
The essentially elements in the game consists of a paddle and a ball, a number
of bricks and three border walls. The game begins when the player releases
the ball from the paddle. In order to win the game, the player must hit and
destroy all the bricks, while avoiding the ball to get past the paddle. The
player have a total of three lives. If the ball gets past the player paddle, the
player losses a live. The ball bounces off the paddle, walls and bricks. For this
thesis, the implementation of Performative Breakout with performative music
have two primary goals. Firstly, structuring the communication between Unity
and Pure Data software parts. Secondly, creating a transport system in Pure
Data, which keeps track of the current position of the music by counting bars,
beats, and sixteenth notes. In order to make an adaption of Breakout in a
performative fashion, the bricks are not instantly destroyed, when the ball hits
the bricks. Instead, they are marked and will first explode, when a new bar in
the music begins. The music also dynamically adapts to the state of the game
by changing the music according to the remaining number of bricks. There are
four types of brick, each with its unique color. Each type of brick is associated
with one of the four beats in a bar. This is further visualized as the size of that
brick is slightly larger on active beats, than on the other beats. If the brick is
hit in time with its associated beat, the score for that brick is doubled. When a
brick is destroyed, the player gets 100 points, while a timed score gives a score
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of 200. Blue bricks active on the first, green on the second, yellow on the third
and red on the fourth beat as seen in figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7: The four types of bricks
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Figure 4.8: Flow chart diagram of the game loop
On figure 4.8, an abstract flow diagram of the game can be seen. The initial
state (state 0, initialization) is where the game is setup. The game enters this
state immediately after the application is started. We then see if the player
has any lives left. The player starts with three lives. If the player has any lives
left, the game enters the second state (state 1, release state). In the release
state, the player can move the paddle horizontal and determine where to release
the ball from. The ball is released and falls down towards the paddle, when
the player presses the action key on the controller (”A” button) or keyboard
(CTRL key).
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A screen dump of game in the release state can be seen in figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9: Release state
When the action key is pressed, the game enters the in-game state (state
2 ). In this state the player must avoid the ball for entering the dead zone,
which is an area just beneath the paddle. The player must also try to hit
the bricks, while they are active. If the ball enters the dead zone, one life is
subtracted and the game re-enters the release state (game state 1 ). The game
is won, if the player succeeds in hitting and destroying all the bricks. Likewise,
the game is lost if all three lives is lost. In figure 4.10 a screen dump of the
in-game state can be seen.
Figure 4.10: in-game state
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Implementation
In the following section I will describe the structure and implementation of the
code. As Unity is components based, a normal UML class diagram can not be
used to describe the relations between the classes. An abstract representation
of the program is therefore to prefer. The game contains 10 scripts, which
are used to define the behavior of the game objects. The game consists of the
following game objects:
• Main camera, uses and have the Transport.cs and LibPdRead.cs
script attached. The camera is a device, which the player views the world.
The Transport.cs is responsible for receiving information from the
Pure Data patch, such as the current position of the music’s beats and
bars, while the LibPdRead.cs is responsible for establishing connection
between Unity and LibPd.
• Game manager, uses the GameManager.cs.
• Canvas and eventsystem, is responsible for drawing the canvas and uses
the textflicering.cs script for an visual effect.
• Beat counters, uses the SizeOnBeat.cs script for changing the size of
the colored counters, which are located in the sides on the screen.
• Level objects, include such as the dead zone and borders. The dead zone
game object uses the DeadZone.cs script.
• Paddle, uses the Paddle.cs script.
• Ball, uses the Ball.cs script.
• Bricks, uses the SizeOnBeat.cs and the Brick.cs script
All game objects, except the paddle, ball and bricks, have been placed in
the scene from the start. The paddle, ball and bricks are instantiated into the
scene from prefabs in the GameManager.cs script.
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Game manager and instantiation
The game manager (GameManager.cs) is responsible of variables and game
mechanics, such as initializing the paddle, ball, bricks and variables for the
current number of bricks, lives etc. The script also contains the method for
sending messages from Unity to Pure Data. The script uses a singleton design
pattern, which allows other scripts to directly reference the game manager.
The structure of a singleton design pattern can be seen on listing 4.5 and 4.6 .
Listing 4.5: Instance of GameManager
25 public static GameManager instance = null;
Listing 4.6: Game manager and singleton design pattern
51 public void Awake ()
52 {
53 if (instance == null) {
54 instance = this;
55 } else if (instance != this) {
56 Destroy (gameObject);
57 }
58
59 InitializeLog ();
60
61 Setup ();
62 }
The initial step in a singleton design is to declare a static instance of the
GameManager and assign it to null (listing 4.5, line 3). The method Awake()
is called when the game is executed. If the instance is null, it is ref-
erences to itself using the this keyword. If there is already an instance of
the GameManager it is simply destroyed. This method is called before the
Start() method (listing 4.6, line 53 - 57). When an static instance of the
GameManager is set, the method Setup() is called. The advantages of using
a singleton design pattern is that all other script in the game can now access
the static instance of the GameManager, without having to reference it. The
procedure for doing this can be seen on listing 4.7
Listing 4.7: Referenceing GameManager.instance
1 public class SomeClass : MonoBehaviour {
2
3 public void Start()
4 {
5 GameManager.instance.SomeMethod(); // calling a method
6 GameManager.instance.someVarible = 5 // changing a varible
7 }
8 }
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The Setup() method is responsible for instantiating the bricks and the paddle
prefab, while also counting the total number of bricks. The method is called
from the Awake() method.
Figure 4.11: The paddle and ball prefab
On listing 4.8, the Setup() method is shown.
Listing 4.8: Setup() in the game manager
113 public void Setup ()
114 {
115 paddle = (GameObject)Resources.Load ("Prefabs/Paddle", typeof(
GameObject));
116 clonePaddle = Instantiate (paddle, transform.position,
Quaternion.identity) as GameObject;
117 loadLevel (level);
118 }
In the Setup() method, we first get a reference to the paddle prefab
using the Resources.Load() method and provide the path for the prefab
(listing 4.8, line 115). The paddle prefab is then instantiated into the scene
as a GameObject using the Instantiate keyword. As we later on want to
reuse the reference to the paddle, when the player looses a life, this reference
is stored in clonePaddle. The bricks are instantiated and placed by calling
the loadLevel(int level), where the integer argument is the level, which
should be loaded.
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Listing 4.9: loadLevel() method in the game manager
64 void loadLevel (int i)
65 {
66 if (i == 1) {
67 for (int x = -13; x <= 13; x = x + 2) {
68 for (int y = 0; y <= 6; y = y + 2) {
69 Bricks brickPrefab = brick;
70 Instantiate (brickPrefab, new Vector3 (x, y + 4, 0),
Quaternion.identity);
71 if (y == 0) {
72 brickPrefab.type = 1;
73 } else if (y == 2) {
74 brickPrefab.type = 2;
75 } else if (y == 4) {
76 brickPrefab.type = 3;
77 } else if (y == 6) {
78 brickPrefab.type = 0;
79 }
80 }
81 }
82 }
83 Bricks[] brickArray = FindObjectsOfType (typeof(Bricks)) as Bricks
[];
84 numberOfBricks = brickArray.Length;
85 totalNumberOfBricks = numberOfBricks;
86 }
The code for the instantiation of the bricks and placement is done in a nested
for-loop. This nested for-loop can be seen on line 68 - 81 in listing 4.9. Within
the inner loop (listing 4.9, line 69 - 80) the bricks are instantiated and placed,
while the type of the brick, which defines the color and active beat, is also set.
When the bricks have been instantiated, we count the total number of bricks.
This is done by using the method FindObjectsOfType(typeof(T) as
T[]), where T is type of game object, which have a script of the type T attached
and store these objects in the array called brickArray of the type Bricks[]
(listing 4.9, line 83). We then simply get the length of the array and store it
in the integer variable numberOfBricks (listing 4.9, line 84). The variable
numberOfBricks, then is used as a variable for the current number of bricks,
while totalNumberOfBricks is the total number of bricks.
Music System
The three scripts: GameManager.cs, Transport.cs and LibPdRead.cs
are responsible for sending and receiving messages and sound.
LibPdRead.cs
The LibPdRead.cs is provided with the repository of LibPd4Unity and used
for setting up and open the Pure Data patch, while also establishing connection
between Unity’s sound engine and Pure Data. In this scripts, the Pure Data
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patch is loaded and initial setting for the sample rate and the size of the buffer
is defined.
GameManager.cs and Transport.cs
Information about the current position of the music is done in the transport
script and the part of the Pure Data part which is essentially the music man-
ager. The transport script continuously receives information from the Pure
Data patch about the current position of the music, while the game manager
is responsible for sending data to Pure Data. This is illustrated in figure 4.12.
As with the game manager, the transport script also uses a singleton design
pattern.
Figure 4.12: Feedback loop between the three elements: Player (green), Game
Engine (red) and Music System (blue)
The music manager primarily consists of the transport system, while the
sound generators consists of several sample players, which I will be explaining
later. In listing 4.10, the Start() method in the transport script can be seen.
Listing 4.10: Transport.cs
25 void Start () {
26 LibPD.SendFloat("transport_bpm", BpmToMs(bpm));
27 LibPD.SendFloat("transport_start", 1);
28
29 // subscribing to receive
30 LibPD.Subscribe("pd_sixteenth_notes");
31 LibPD.Subscribe("pd_quarter_note");
32 LibPD.Subscribe("pd_bars");
33 LibPD.Float += receiveFloat;
34 }
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In the Start() method, two pieces of information is sent to Pure Data.
Firstly, the tempo is defined in beats per minute and secondly, a float mes-
sage for activating the metro object in the transport part of Pure Data. These
are done using the LibPD.SendFloat(string recv, float x) (listing
4.10, line 26 - 27). The first argument is a string (transport bpm and
transport start), which is used as an identifier for where in the Pure Data
patch the message should be received. The second argument are the actual
message, which in this case is of the type float. As the metro object in Pure
Data works with time in milliseconds, the BPM is converted into a number,
which represents the interval between each sixteenth notes in milliseconds. This
is done in the BpmToMs(float bpm) method (listing 4.11, line 52 - 54).
Listing 4.11: Transport.cs (continued)
52 public float BpmToMs(float _bpm){
53 return (15000/_bpm);
54 }
To give an example of converting beats per minute to milliseconds, we use
bpm = 120 in the following. First we need to choose our shortest interval,
which in this case is 16th notes intervals. We then calculate how many 16th
notes there is per minute. This is done as following:
120bpm ∗ 4 = 480
As we know that one minute is equal to 60000 milliseconds, we simply divide
with our 480 16th notes:
60000/480 = 125ms =
30000/240 = 125ms =
15000/120 = 125ms
The final formula used is therefore: 15000/bpm. Furthermore, the transport
also continuously receives information about the current position of the music
from Pure Data.
Listing 4.12: Transport.cs (continued)
36 void receiveFloat(string nameofSend, float value) {
37 if (String.Compare (nameofSend, "pd_sixteenth_notes") == 0) {
38 sixteenth_notes = (int) value;
39 }
40 if (String.Compare (nameofSend, "pd_quarter_note") == 0) {
41 quarter_note = (int) value;
42 }
43 if (String.Compare (nameofSend, "pd_bars") == 0) {
44 bars = (int) value;
45 }
46 }
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This is done in the receiveFloat(string nameofSend, float value)
method (listing 4.12, line 36 - 46). The first argument nameofSend is used as
an identifier for which object in Pure Data the data should be received. The
second argument value is the actual data.
Transport (Pure Data)
In figure 4.13, the section of the Pure Data patch, which is responsible for the
transport can be seen. In order to better explain how the transport works, each
section responsible for sixteen notes, beats and bars have been color coded.
Figure 4.13: Transport
The objects (4.13, section 1) named "r" is a receive object. These two
object have the arguments ”transport start” and ”transport bpm”, as
identifiers. The receive object are connected to a metro object, which
then outputs bangs in a constant rate determined by the bpm. The rightmost
inlet in the metro object receives a float value of 1 (from Unity), which ac-
tivates the metro. The leftmost inlet receives a float value that determines
the rate of which, the metro object should output a bang. Every time the
metro object outputs a bang the float object below is incremented by one
(4.13, section 2). As one bar consists of sixteen bangs, we simply take the
reminder of 16, using the mod object. We can then also determine, whenever
a new bar begins by using ”sel 0”. sel 0 outputs a bang whenever it gets
an input of 0 (4.13, section 4). We then use the same counter construction
as in section 2 to count the bars. Lastly we also count the beats by select-
ing 0, 4, 8 and 12 using another sel object (4.13, section 3). Lastly, we
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send these numbers back to Unity using the send objects with the identifiers:
pd sixteenth notes, pd quarter note and pd bars. The information
about the position of the music from Pure Data’s is used by the beat counters
and brick game objects, which have the SizeOnBeat.cs script attached. In
listing 4.13, the SizeOnBeat.cs script can be seen.
Listing 4.13: SizeOnBeat.cs
4 public class SizeOnBeat : MonoBehaviour {
5 public int activeBeat = 0;
6 public Vector3 normalSize;
7 public Vector3 activeSize;
8
9 void Update ()
10 {
11 UpdateSize();
12 }
13
14 void UpdateSize()
15 {
16 if(Transport.instance.quarter_note == activeBeat)
17 {
18 transform.localScale = activeSize;
19 }else{
20 transform.localScale = normalSize;
21 }
22 }
23 }
The variable activeBeat (listing 4.13, line 5) determines, which beat the
game object should change size. The variables normalSize and activeSize
functions as a scale (listing 4.13, line 6 - 7). All the variables are assigned in
the Unity Editor’s inspector.
If the current beat (Transport.instance.quarter note) is equal to
the active beat, the scale of the object will be set to the activeSize, while
it will be of the normal scale (normalSize), if the time is not on an active
beat (listing 4.13, line 14 - 21).
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Sound Generators
In the following section I will first explain the PureData part of the music
system, which are represents the sound generations. Furthermore, I will also
explain how the values for controlling the Pure Data part is sent from Unity,
using the SendToPd() method in the GameManager.cs Script. An overview
of this can be seen in figure 4.14.
Figure 4.14: The flow of messages between Unity and PD
The music in the game consists of three elements. Firstly, there is the main
music (pd main), which is divided into six audio files. Each of these audio
files can be considered a music segment. Secondly, a drumbeat (pd drum)
and lastly a musical fanfare (pd brickhit), which plays when the bricks are
destroyed. Additionally, there is also a simple synthesizer, which plays a short
note, every time the ball touches the border (pd wallhit).
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Figure 4.15: The music elements
In figure 4.15 a screendump of the sub patches in Pure Data can be seen.
pd main, pd drum and pd brickhit are sample players, while the pd wallhit is a
simple synthesizer. Each of these sub patches receives a bang on the first beat
in each bar.
The Update() method in the game manager is called once per frame. All
information from Unity to PureData is done in the SendToPD() method.
As we want the bricks to be destroyed on the first beat in the next bar, we use
a boolean called brickHit, which is reset at the beginning of a musical bar.
The brickHit boolean is set to true every time the ball hits a brick. Lastly,
we also want to be able to exit the game, when hitting the ”escape” button.
Listing 4.14: Update() in GameManager.cs
88 public void Update ()
89 {
90 SendToPd ();
91
92 if (lastBar != Transport.instance.bars) {
93 brickHit = false;
94 }
95
96 if (Input.GetKeyDown (KeyCode.Escape)) {
97 Application.Quit ();
98 }
99 lastBar = Transport.instance.bars;
100 }
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pd main
Figure 4.16: pd main
On figure 4.16, the pd main sub patch can be seen. A sound file is played at
the beginning of each four bar. The r main, then choses, which of the sound
files the readsf object should play. if 0 is sent from unity to ”r main”, the
L1.wav sound file will be played at the next four bar cycle, while a 1 will
play L2.wav (figure 4.16, section 1). Additionally, we can chose to apply a
low pass filter by sending a bang to the ”r main filer down” (figure 4.16,
section 2). By sending values from 0 - 5 we can choose which of the music
files that should play. Each of these are variations of the same music loop, with
different degree of intensity. On listing 4.15, the part of SendToPd() method,
which are responsible for sending values to the main sub patch can be seen.
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Listing 4.15: SendToPd() in GameManager.cs
174 private void SendToPd ()
175 {
176 if (totalNumberOfBricks * 0.9 < numberOfBricks || !ballInPlay) {
177 LibPD.SendFloat ("main", 0f);
178 } else if (totalNumberOfBricks * 0.8 < numberOfBricks) {
179 LibPD.SendFloat ("main", 1f);
180 } else if (totalNumberOfBricks * 0.7 < numberOfBricks) {
181 LibPD.SendFloat ("main", 2f);
182 } else if (totalNumberOfBricks * 0.5 < numberOfBricks) {
183 LibPD.SendFloat ("main", 3f);
184 } else if (totalNumberOfBricks * 0.3 < numberOfBricks) {
185 LibPD.SendFloat ("main", 4f);
186 } else if (totalNumberOfBricks * 0.2 < numberOfBricks) {
187 LibPD.SendFloat ("main", 5f);
188 }
189 if (ballInPlay)
190 LibPD.SendBang ("main_filter_up");
191 else
192 LibPD.SendBang ("main_filter_down");
As we can see in the code, the current number of brick determines, which
of the sound files should be played in the pd main sub patch. If more than 90
% of the bricks are still in the game or if the ball is not in play the ”L1.wav”
will be playing. This is done by sending a float with the value 0 to PureData’s
receive object named ”main” (listing 4.15, line 176 - 177). As the number
of bricks in the game decreases, other sound files will be playing instead. It is
therefore the number of bricks, which the music adapts to. If the ball is not in
play, the low pass filter is applied to the sound (listing 4.15, line 189 - 192). This
is simply done by sending a bang message to either the receive object in the
Pure Data with the name "main filter up" or "main filter down".
As the ballInPlay boolean is linked to the player’s direct action by pressing
the action key, this manipulation of the music can be considered interactive.
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pd drumloop
Figure 4.17: pd drumloop
In figure 4.17, the sub patch that plays a drum loop can be seen. In the same
manner as pd main, a bang is sent to the sub patch in the beginning of every
four bar. The spigot object in this patch works as a simple gate, which opens
if the value 1 is received in the leftmost inlet. If the value 1 is sent to the "r
playDrum", the drumloop will play. If the value is 0, the bang will not pass
through the spigot object and trigger the "open drum.wav, 1" message
and the sound file will not be played. We can therefore determine if the sound
file should play by sending either 1 or 0 to "r playDrum"
Listing 4.16: SendToPd() in GameManager.cs (continued)
193 if (lives < 2 && ballInPlay)
194 LibPD.SendFloat ("playDrum", 1f);
195 else
196 LibPD.SendFloat ("playDrum", 0f);
The condition for the drum loop to play is if the player has less than two lives
and the ball is in play as seen on listing 4.16.
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pd brickhit
Figure 4.18: pd brickhit
In figure 4.18, the sub patch for playing the fanfare phrase can be seen. Just
like in the pd drumloop, a spigot object is used, as a means to choose
when to play the sample and when not to play. This is done by sending the
value of 0 or 1 to the r playBrickHit object. If a fanfare sound should be
played, the spigot will be open and the bang, which is sent at the beginning
of each bar, passes to an random object. The random object produces a value
between 0 and 3, which then selects and plays one of the four samples.
Listing 4.17: SendToPd() in Game Manager (continued)
197 if (brickHit == true)
198 LibPD.SendFloat ("playBrickHit", 1f);
199 else
200 LibPD.SendFloat ("playBrickHit", 0f);
As we will se later, the brickHit is set to true whenever the ball collides
with a brick.
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Ball, paddle and bricks
The following section will be focusing on the behavior of the ball, paddle and
bricks and how they are implemented in a performative fashion.
Ball
The Ball.cs script is responsible for the ball’s behavior. The FixedUpdate()
method can be seen on listing 4.18
Listing 4.18: FixedUpdate() in Ball.cs
17 void FixedUpdate ()
18 {
19 if (Input.GetButtonDown ("Fire1") && ballInPlay == false)
20 {
21 transform.parent = null;
22 ballInPlay = true;
23 GameManager.instance.ballInPlay = true;
24 rb.isKinematic = false;
25 rb.velocity = new Vector3 (0, -10, 0);
26 }
27
28 if (counterCurrent > 500 && ballInPlay )
29 {
30 rb.velocity = new Vector3 (0, -10, 0);
31 counterCurrent = 0;
32 }
33 counterCurrent++;
34 }
In the Update() method we first see if the action key has been pressed (list-
ing 4.18, line 19). Pressing the action key sets the ball in motion. If the
action key is pressed, the ballInPlay boolean in the ball.cs script and
the GameManager.cs instance is assigned to true. The ball game object
has a RigidBody (rb) component attached to it. This component allows
the object to be under the influence of Unity’s physics engine. The boolean
rb.isKinematic controls whether the physics should affect the rigidbody.
This boolean is set to false, which is the first step of setting the ball into mo-
tion. We then assign rb.velocity to a new Vector3(0,-10,0), which
makes the ball fall towards the paddle (listing 4.18, line 25). In order to avoid
the ball being stuck on a horizontal path, which could occur under some cir-
cumstances, we use a counter that forces the ball to fall towards the ground if
it have not interacted with the paddle or bricks for a while.
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Listing 4.19: OnCollisionEnter() in Ball.cs
36 void OnCollisionEnter (Collision other)
37 {
38 GameManager.instance.PlayWallHit ();
39
40 if (other.gameObject.tag == "Player")
41 {
42 BallHitPaddle ();
43 counterCurrent = 0;
44 }
45 if (other.gameObject.tag == "Brick")
46 {
47 counterCurrent = 0;
48 }
49 }
The OnCollisionEnter(Collision other) is called whenever the ball
collides with another game object. When the ball collides with anything, we
call the PlayWallHit () in the Game Manager, which plays the wall hit
sound in the Pure Data patch (listing 4.19, line 38). Furthermore, we check if
the game object is the paddle (tagged as the "Player"). If the ball hits the
paddle, the BallHitPaddle() method is called and the counterCurrent
is set to 0 as means to tell the counter that the ball has interacted with the
paddle (listing 4.19, line 40 - 44).
Listing 4.20: BallHitPaddle() in Ball.cs
51 void BallHitPaddle ()
52 {
53 GameObject paddle = GameObject.FindWithTag ("Player");
54 Vector2 delta = (transform.position - paddle.transform.position
) * 0.5f;
55
56 if (delta.x > 0.5f)
57 delta.x = 0.5f;
58 if (delta.x < -0.5f)
59 delta.x = -0.5f;
60
61 Vector2 direction = delta.normalized;
62 rb.velocity = direction * speed;
63 }
64 }
The BallHitPaddle () method is responsible for calculating the angle be-
tween the paddle and ball, whenever the ball hits the paddle. Depending on
where the ball hits the paddle, the angle will be different. This way the player
have some control over the angle for were the ball should be heading. This can
be seen in listing 4.20.
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Paddle
Listing 4.21: Paddle.cs
4 public class Paddle : MonoBehaviour {
5 public Material[] materials;
6 public Renderer rend;
7 public float paddleSpeed = 2;
8 private Vector3 playerPos = new Vector3(0,-9.5f,0);
9
10 void Start()
11 {
12 rend = GetComponent<Renderer>();
13 }
14 void Update ()
15 {
16 float xPos = transform.position.x + (Input.GetAxis("Horizontal"
) * paddleSpeed);
17 playerPos = new Vector3(Mathf.Clamp(xPos,-13,13),-9.5f,0f);
18 transform.position = playerPos;
19 UpdateColor();
20 }
21
22 void UpdateColor()
23 {
24 rend.sharedMaterial = materials[Transport.instance.quarter_note
];
25 }
26 }
The paddle and its paddle.cs script reads the input from the controller or
keyboard to move the paddle. This is done in the Update() method us-
ing Input.GetAxis("Horizontal") * paddleSpeed. We also use the
Mathf.Clamp() method as a means to define a min and max for the area
that the paddle can move on the x-axis of the screen. Lastly the color of the
paddle is updated in regards of the current beat. This is done by cycling trough
a list of materials with different colors.
Brick
All the brick game object have the brick.cs script attached.
Listing 4.22: Start() in Brick.cs
4 public class Bricks : MonoBehaviour {
5 public GameObject brickParticle;
6 public Material[] materials;
7 public int value = 100;
8 bool hasBeenHit = false;
9 public int type = 0;
10 int lastBar;
11 Renderer rend;
12
13 void Start(){
14 rend = gameObject.GetComponent<Renderer>();
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15 rend.material = materials[type];
16 gameObject.GetComponent<SizeOnBeat> ().activeBeat = type;
17 }
First we create a number of references, such as brickParticle, which is used
to instantiate the particle effect for when the bricks are destroyed (listing ??,
line 5). A list of the materials is also used for assigning different colors to the
bricks (listing ??, line 6). We previously saw that the type of the brick were
initially defined, when the bricks were instantiated in the GameManager.cs
loadLevel() method. In this script we use the integer named type to define
the color the bricks and on which beat the brick it should be active. The color is
therefore assigned by accessing the renderer component and using the type
variable as an index for the materials[type] list. Furthermore, we also
get a reference to the SizeOnBeat() and assign type to the activeBeat
variable.
Listing 4.23: OnCollisionEnter() in Brick.cs
19 void OnCollisionEnter(Collision other)
20 {
21 if(!hasBeenHit && other.gameObject.tag == "Ball")
22 {
23 hasBeenHit = true;
24 GameManager.instance.brickHit = true;
25 rend.material.color = Color.red;
26
27 if(Transport.instance.quarter_note == type)
28 {
29 GameManager.instance.enableTimed();
30 value = value * 2;
31 }
32 }
33 }
On listing 4.23, the code that is executed when the ball hits a brick can be
seen. First, we check if the brick have not been hit and if the game object,
which collides with the brick is the ball (listing 4.23, line 21 ). If the brick have
not previously been hit we set the hasBeenHit equal to true. Furthermore,
we also tell the game manager that a brick have been hit this bar. Lastly, we
change the color of the brick to a red color (listing 4.23, line 25 ). If the ball
hit the brick, while the brick was active we first draw the text ”timed” on the
seen by calling the GameManager.instance.enabledTimed() and double
the value of the score that the player gets from hitting the brick in its active
state(listing 4.23, line 27 - 31).
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Listing 4.24: Update() and DestroyBrick() in Brick.cs
35 void Update(){
36 if(hasBeenHit && Transport.instance.bars != lastBar)
37 {
38 DestroyBrick();
39 }
40
41 lastBar = Transport.instance.bars;
42 }
43
44 void DestroyBrick()
45 {
46 Instantiate(brickParticle,transform.position,Quaternion.
identity);
47 GameManager.instance.AddScore (value);
48 GameManager.instance.DestroyBrick();
49 Destroy(gameObject);
50 }
51 }
As we want the brick to be destroyed on the first beat in the next bar, we
check if the brick has been hit and if a new bar has begun (listing 4.24,
line 35 - 42). If this is the case, we call the DestroyBrick() method. In
this method, we first instantiate the particle effect for when the brick is de-
stroyed. We then update the player’s score in the game manager and call the
GameManager.instance.DestroyBrick(). This methods subtract one
from the current number of brick and check if the game is over. This can be
seen in listing ??. Lastly, we destroy the brick using the Destroy keyword as
seen in.
Listing 4.25: GameManager.cs (DestroyBrick())
157 public void DestroyBrick ()
158 {
159 numberOfBricks--;
160 CheckGameOver ();
161 }
Summary
In the previous section I have been describing the design and implementation
of the arcade game breakout, while not every aspect of the code has been
explained in detail, the essential parts of the game have been covered. In the
appendix on page 119, the full code can be examined. In the next section I
will explain the design and implementation of the second game ”The Monsters
Are Returning!!!”
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4.4 The Monsters Are Returning!!!
Figure 4.19: The Monsters Are Returning!!!
The Monsters Are Returning (TMAR) is a top-down shooter. Whereas Perfor-
mative Breakout heavily relies on the transport, TMAR uses a semi autonomous
state machine for transitioning between music segments in the game. This state
machine can be represented as a transition matrix and is a part of the music
manager. The state machine is used for changing the behavior/state of the
enemy AI, while also dictating the various game state. The main idea is that
the game is responding to the current music file (state), which is playing.
Design
In the beginning of the game, the player starts with four men, represented as
white squares. By moving a pointer, the player can order the men to move to
that position by pressing the action key. The player must then order the men
to collect gold, which is scattered around the level. In the beginning of the
game, the music can be considered rather ambient and calm. Depending on
a random number, the music system at some point decides to transition into
a more aggressive state. As the music becomes aggressive, enemies begin to
spawn and attack the player. The player’s men automatically begin to shoot
projectiles against the hungry hordes of enemies. In order to change the music,
the player must order his men into a safe zone, which will override the state
machine to stop the music again. When the music calms down, the enemy AI
will go into a flee state. When the music is calm again, the same procedure
repeats ones more. The second time the player triggers a safe zone, he must
find the exit zone and continue to the next level. There are four levels in total.
In figure 4.20 a simplified abstract flow diagram of the game can be seen. As
it is the state machine in the music system, which dictate what happens in the
game, the flow diagram is centered around that state machine.
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Figure 4.20: Abstract Flow Diagram of The Monsters Are Returning!!!
When the game starts, a audio file (audio file 1 ) containing ambiance begins
to play. At the end of the file, the state machine generate a number between
0 and 100. If the number is greater than 25, it will play the ambiance audio
file again. If the number is less than 25, a audio file (audio file 2 ) containing a
transition from ambiance to action music begins to play. When the transition
happens, monsters will begin to spawn. These monsters spawn in an idle state.
At the end of the transition, audio file 3 or 4 will begin to play. When one of
these audio files play, the monsters enters an attack state and begins to hunt the
players men. If any of these men enters the safe zone, a location-based trigger
will tell the state machine to play the audio file (audio file 5 ) containing the
music transition from action to ambiance, when to current audio file has reach
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its end. When the music system plays the ambiance audio file (audio file 6 )
and the player enter the exit zone, the next level is loaded.
Implementation
Figure 4.21: Level Design and Game seen from the Unity Editor
In comparisons to Performative Breakout, the amount of code in TMAR is
quite large, which is why I am not able to documents every aspect of it. The
code can however be found in the appendix on page 135. The most significant
game objects and scripts in the game are the following:
• Game manager has the GameManager.cs scripts attached and is re-
sponsible for managing variables, such as how many men the player has
left, the gold that have been collected, updating the HUD and checking
if the game is lost or won.
• Main camera, which is the viewport into the game, have several scripts
attached. CameraMove.cs is used for moving the camera to the po-
sition of the men. The transport.cs script for getting the posi-
tion of the music from PureData. The LibPdRead.cs script, which
is used for connecting LibPd and Unity. Lastly, the script also have
the GibManager.cs scripts attached, which is used for spawning blood
and gore effects. In addition there is also a script (SoundManager.cs),
which is used to trigger sound effects in the game. These sound effects
are triggered inside PureData.
• Player controller is the cursor and enables the player to navigate his men
around the level. The player controller have the PlayerController.cs
script attached.
• The canvas and event system game objects is responsible for displaying
text on the screen.
• Level game objects are everything that makes up the level, such as the
ground, obstacles and lightning.
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• Gold game objects are the visual representations of the gold that the
player can collect. These game object have no scripts attached and is
simply referenced by its name.
• Spawners include the game objects; player spawn and enemy spawn,
which are used for spawning the playable men and the enemies. The
enemy spawn have several variables to control the behavior of the spawn,
such as if the enemies should be spawned once (by a location-based trig-
ger) or continuously spawn at a constant rate. Furthermore, also at
which state they should spawn enemies. The scripts for these spawners
are: EnemySpawn.cs and PlayerSpawn.cs.
• Triggers include the game objects; enemy safe zones, player safe zone and
exit zone. The enemy safe zone, are placed in the level to define a position
that the enemies can flee to and have the EnemySafeZone.cs script
attached. The player safe zone is a the area the playable men must find
in order to change the music to a calm state and have the SafeZone.cs
script attached. The exit zone is the area, which the player must find in
order to get to the next level and have the ExitZone.cs script attached.
• Players are the playable men, which are instantiated in the beginning of
the game by the player spawn. The players have the Player.cs script
attached.
• Enemies are instantiated using the enemy spawners and have the EnemyBase.cs
scripts attached. The enemies can be set to have different behavior in
the various states of the game, such as idle, attack or flee.
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Navigation and Player Movement
As the only real control the player has in the game is ordering his men around
the map, navigation is an essential part of the game. As a way for the playable
Figure 4.22: Navigation Mesh
men and the enemies to move around the level and to avoid obstacles, Unity’s
own build in navigation system is used.
Player spawn
The player spawn game object is placed into the scene using the Unity Editor.
In listing 4.26, the PlayerSpawn.cs script can be seen.
Listing 4.26: PlayerSpawn.cs
4 public class PlayerSpawn : MonoBehaviour {
5 public Player player;
6 public int numberOfPlayers = 4;
7 public int yStartPos = 30;
8 public float spread = 1;
9 public int startAmmo = 50;
10 private GameObject mainCamera;
11
12 void Awake () {
13 for(int i = 0; i < numberOfPlayers; i++){
14 Player p = Instantiate(player, new Vector3(transform.position
.x + Random.Range(-spread,spread),0,transform.position.z
+ Random.Range(-spread,spread)), Quaternion.identity) as
Player;
15 p.setAmmo(startAmmo);
16 }
17 SpriteRenderer r = gameObject.GetComponent<SpriteRenderer>();
18 Destroy(r);
19 mainCamera = GameObject.Find("Main Camera");
20 mainCamera.transform.position = new Vector3(transform.position.
x,yStartPos,transform.position.z);
21 }
22 }
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In the Awake() method, we first instantiate the playable men (Player p)
using a for-loop (listing 4.26, line 13 - 16). The playable men are not instanti-
ated in the exact same place as we use the variable spread to offset each man.
Furthermore, we also parse the variable startAmmo to each of these player.
The player spawn game object have a SpriteRenderer component attached
to it which is used to as an icon, when placing the object in the editor. As we
do not want this to be visible in-game, this component is destroyed. Lastly, we
move the camera to the player spawn’s position (listing 4.26, line 19 - 20).
Figure 4.23: Player spawn’s editor sprite
Player controller and main camera
Figure 4.24: The Players (white squares) and the Player Controller (green
square)
The player controller is used as a cursor to move the main camera and the
players. This is done by using the Input.GetAxis as seen in listing 4.27.
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Listing 4.27: PlayerController
4 public class PlayerController : MonoBehaviour {
5 public float moveSpeed = 5f;
6
7 void Update ()
8 {
9 Vector3 inputMovement = new Vector3( Input.GetAxis("Horizontal"
), 0, Input.GetAxis("Vertical") );
10 transform.Translate(inputMovement*Time.deltaTime*moveSpeed,
Space.World);
11 }
12 }
In the CameraMove.cs script, the actual movement of the camera is done.
Listing 4.28: CameraMove.cs
4 public class CameraMove : MonoBehaviour {
5 private Vector3 endPosition;
6 public float moveSpeed = 0.05f;
7 private GameObject PlayerController;
8
9 void Awake () {
10 PlayerController = GameObject.Find ("PlayerController");
11 }
12
13 void Update ()
14 {
15 GetPosition ();
16 MoveCamera(endPosition);
17 }
In the Awake() method we get a reference to the PlayerController. In the
Update() we first get the position of the PlayerController and afterwards
move the camera to that position. In listing 4.29 the GetPosition() and
MoveCamera() can be seen.
Listing 4.29: CameraMove.cs (continued)
19 void GetPosition(){
20 if (Input.GetButtonDown ("Fire1"))
21 {
22 endPosition = PlayerController.transform.position;
23 }
24 }
25
26 void MoveCamera(Vector3 p)
27 {
28 if (!transform.position.x.Equals (p.x) && !transform.position.z
.Equals (p.z))
29 {
30 Vector3 movement = new Vector3(p.x-transform.position.x,p.z-
transform.position.z,0f);
31 if (movement.magnitude > returnSpeed)
32 {
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33 movement.Normalize();
34 movement *= moveSpeed;
35 }
36 transform.Translate(movement);
37 }
38 }
In GetPosition() we assign the desired end position for the camera by
assigning endPosition to the player controller’s position (listing 4.29, line
22). This is done when the player presses the action key. The endPosition is
then used as an argument in the MoveCamera() method. In MoveCamera(),
we firstly see if the desired end position is not equal to the current position
(listing 4.29, line 28). If they are not equal we move the camera by the factor
variable moveSpeed (listing 4.29, line 30 - 38).
Player
The player (which is the playable men) have two tasks. Firstly, to move to a
position when the action key is hit and secondly to fire projectiles as enemies
gets in shooting distance. The Update() method can be seen in listing 4.30.
Listing 4.30: Update() in Player.cs
35 void Update ()
36 {
37 if (!isDead)
38 {
39 CheckHealth ();
40 StartCoroutine("Move");
41 StartCoroutine("GetTarget");
42 }
43 }
Firstly, it is checked if the player is not dead. If this is the case, the CheckHealth()
is called. In CheckHealth(), it is checked if the player has any lives left. If
not, the boolean isDead will be set to true. In order to get the men to move,
the the coroutine Move() is called. As we would also like know if there are
any enemies near, the GetTarget() method is called, which is used to find
the nearest enemy.
Listing 4.31: Move() in Player.cs
94 IEnumerator Move ()
95 {
96 if (Input.GetButtonDown ("Fire1"))
97 {
98 endPoint = PlayerController.transform.position;
99 }
100
101 if (navMeshAgent != null)
102 {
103 navMeshAgent.SetDestination (endPoint);
104 }
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105 yield return new WaitForSeconds (0);
106 }
When moving the playable men a NavigationMeshAgent component is
used. This component enables the game object to navigate around the navi-
gation mesh simply by getting a destination. When the action key is pressed
we get the position of the player controller and call the SetDestination()
with that position as seen in listing 4.31, line 96 - 104.
Listing 4.32: GetTarget() in Player.cs
69 IEnumerator GetTarget ()
70 {
71 if (currentFireRate < 0) {
72 currentFireRate = newFireRate ();
73 }
74
75 currentTarget = FindClosestEnemy ();
76
77 if (currentTarget != null)
78 {
79 float dist = Vector3.Distance (currentTarget.transform.
position, transform.position);
80 if (dist < shootDist)
81 {
82 Vector3 dir = (currentTarget.transform.position - transform
.position).normalized;
83 Quaternion rotation = Quaternion.LookRotation (dir);
84 Shoot (rotation, dir);
85 }
86 }
87 currentFireRate--;
88 yield return new WaitForSeconds (0);
89 }
As we want the playable men to shoot at a slightly random rate, we use the
variable currentFireRate, which works as a timer that gets reset every time
it gets less 0. The newFireRate() method returns a random number so that
the rate is not the same each time. This can be seen on line 71 - 73 in listing
4.32. The FindClosestEnemy() returns a reference to the closest enemy and
is assigned to the variable currentTarget to the closest enemy. If this target
is not null and is in range for the playable men to shoot (shootDist), the
direction and rotation to that enemy is calculated and the Shoot(rotation,
dir) method is called, which instantiates a projectile into the scene (listing
4.32, line 77 - 86). The enemy movement works in a very similar way to the
playable men, but have a behavior system which is controlled by the music
system, which I will further explain, while looking into the music system itself.
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Overview of the music system
In figure 4.25 the structure of the music system can be seen. The pd main
Figure 4.25: Overview of the music system in TMAR
loop consist of the main music segments. These segments are cued by the
Markov Chain. The pd exitMusic is plays when the player must find the
exit zone and consists of a four bar chord loop. The pd ambiance is a linear
ambient loop, which plays throughout the game to add atmosphere to the
music. The pd playLowHealth is a adaptive drum loop, which will play if
there is less that two players
Figure 4.26: Additional music elements
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The Music State Machine
The music system uses an interactive version of a first-order Markov Chain
[Paulus, 2001, p. 15] to transition between the music segments. The music
consists of 11 states, which each represents an music segment. Interactive
in this context means that the Markov Chain can be altered by the player’s
actions. The implementation of the Markov Chain is very much a prototype,
due to some technical difficulties in LibPd, while it can still be considered
a Markov Chain. A more elegant solution of implementing a Markov Chain
state in PureData can be seen in the appendix on page 165. In figure 4.27, the
transition matrix of the Markov Chain used in the game can be seen.
Figure 4.27: Markov Chain in the game. Horizontal is the current state, while
the vertical is the next state. blue markings shows the loop, while the yellow
”next state” marks states which can not be reached unless the Markov Chain
is altered
The game always start in state 1 and evaluation of the next state is done
every four bar. When in state 1, there is a 75% chance that the next state will
be state 1 and 25% chance that the next state will be state 2. State 1 is the
state where the mainloop plays ambient and calm music, whereas state 2 is a
transition from ambient music to action music. State 2 must therefore always
have a 100% chance of going to state 3. When entering state 3, the Markov
Chain chance reaches and infinite loop between state 3 and 4, which can only
be broken if the matrix is altered. In state 3 and 4, the action music is playing,
where the enemies are attacking the player. As we previously saw in the design
section, the player must reach a safe zone in order to change the music. When
the player enters a safe zone, the markov chain is actually altered so both state
3 and 4, now have a 100% change getting to state 5. When in state 5, the
monsters begin to flee towards the enemy safe zones and the music transitions
into the ambient and calm music. State 6 mirrors state 1 and state 7 mirrors
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state 2 and so on. When reaching state 11, which is the last state, the player
must reach the exit zone in order to progress to the next level.
In figure 4.28 the implementation of the Markov Chain can be seen
Figure 4.28: State machine in PureData
As earlier described, the evaluation of the Markov Chain is done when
the current audio file has reach its end, which occurs every four bar. As the
current bar is received in the "r pd bars", we simply take the reminder of
4 and outputs a bang if the value is 0. The float object (f 1) represents the
current state and sends out its value trough its outlet every four bar. In order
to change the value of the float object a new value must be send to the receive
object named ”r state”. In the beginning the value is 1, which means that
a bang will be send out the first outlet of the sel object (sel 0 1 2 ...).
In left side of figure 4.29 the sub patch for state1 can be seen.
Figure 4.29: Sub patch for state 1 (left) and state 2 (right)
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When state1 is evaluated a bang is send to the inlet of the sub patch.
This bang triggers a random value between 0 and 100. If the value is less than
75, the value 1 will be send to the send object named ”s state”. This is done
by using a random and a moses object. The moses object takes one argument
and evaluates the incoming value. If the value is less than the argument a bang
is send out the left outlet and if the value is greater than the argument a bang
will be send out the right outlet. In right side of figure 4.29 the sub patch
state2 can be seen. As state2 have a 100% chance of going to state3
it simply sends the value 3 to the "s state" object. In figure 4.30, the
sub patch for state3 and state4 can be seen. This is almost identically to
state1 with one exception which is the addition of ”r setState3” object.
Figure 4.30: Sub patch for state 3
By sending a value to ”r setState3” object, we can alter the Markov
Chain so that there will be a 100% chance that the next state will be whatever
value is send to the r setState3, which is what we want when the player
enters the SafeZone.
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pd mainloop
The pd mainloop sub patch receives a bang trough its inlet every four bar
and can be seen in figure 4.31
Figure 4.31: pd mainloop
The float object is therefore triggered every four bar, outputting the
current state. This is possible as it receives the current state in its rightmost
outlet. When the Markov Chain is in state1 it will bang the message "open
state0.wav" and if it is in state2 it will bang the "open state1.wav".
This way the Markov Chain is effectively controlling which music segment
(audio file) should be playing.
SafeZone
The transport.cs script, which were described in the Performative Breakout
section is mostly identical to the one used in TMAR but in addition also receives
the current Markov Chain state from PureData. In listing 4.33 the code for
the safe zone can be seen.
Listing 4.33: Start() in SafeZone.cs
4 public class SafeZone : MonoBehaviour {
5 public bool[] activeStates = new bool[16];
6 public int gotoState;
7 private MeshRenderer mr;
8 private Renderer renderer;
9
10 void Start ()
11 {
12 mr = gameObject.GetComponent<MeshRenderer> ();
13 renderer = gameObject.GetComponent<Renderer> ();
14 }
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Figure 4.32: SafeZone.cs in-
spector
The boolean activeStates[] is used
to determine in which states the safe
zone should be active. The values for
this array and the gotoState variable
are assigned in the Unity Editor’s in-
spector as seen on figure 4.32. When
the player triggers the safe zone, the
variable gotoState is used for deter-
mine what the next state should be.
A MeshRenderer is used for enabling
the visual representation of the safe
zone, while the Renderer is used to
change the color of the safe zone.
Listing 4.34: SafeZone.cs (continued)
16 void Update ()
17 {
18 if (activeState()) {
19 mr.enabled = true;
20 } else {
21 mr.enabled = false;
22 }
23 }
24
25 private bool activeState()
26 {
27 bool b;
28 if (activeStates [Transport.instance.state] == true) {
29 b = true;
30 } else {
31 b = false;
32 }
33 return b;
34 }
In the Update() method (listing 4.34, line 16 - 23), it is checked if the
SafeZone should be visible. This is done by using the current state, received
from Transport.instance.state as an index to the activeStates[]
(listing 4.34, line 28). If this boolean b is true, the safe zones MeshRenderer
component will be enabled.
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Listing 4.35: OnTriggerEnter() in SafeZone.cs
36 void OnTriggerEnter(Collider other)
37 {
38 if(other.transform.tag == "Player"){
39 if(activeState()){
40 GameManager.instance.GoToState (Transport.instance.state,
gotoState);
41 renderer.material.color = new Color(0,1,1);
42 }
43 }
44 if(other.transform.tag == "Enemy"){
45 if(activeState()){
46 EnemyBase e = other.GetComponent<EnemyBase>();
47 e.Kill();
48 }
49 }
50 }
51 }
When an object enters the safe zone, it is checked whether the object is a
player or an enemy. If the object is one of the players, the GoToState
method will be called in the game manager and safe zone’s color will change
to green to indicate that the it has been reached. If the object is an enemy,
the EnemyBase.Kill() method is called. In listing 4.36, the GoToState
method in the game manager can be seen.
Listing 4.36: GotoState() in GameManager.cs
1 public void GoToState (int state, int value)
2 {
3 string _state = "setState" + state;
4 LibPD.SendFloat (_state, value);
5 }
As earlier descried, the state3 sub patch had a receive object with the argu-
ment ”setState3” as a means to alter the Markov Chain. The GoToState()
method takes two integer arguments. The first argument is the current state,
which is known by parsing Transport.instance.state. The second argu-
ment (value) is the state, which it should be altered to. As earlier explained
on page 80, this value was assigned in the inspector to 5. By sending the value
5 to the state3 sub patch the float object will always send a 5 to the r toState
object and thereby alter the Markov Chain as seen in figure 4.33.
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Figure 4.33: altered state 3
To further visualize, the altered Markov Chain can be seen on figure 4.34.
Figure 4.34: Altered Markov Chain. Now state 3 and 4 will always go to state
5. Changes are marked in red and green
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Enemy AI
One of the interesting elements in TMAR is that the monsters’ behavior is
determined by what music segment is playing. The monsters can either be in
idle, fleeing or attack state, as seen on listing 4.37. Enemies will always
spawn in an idle state.
Listing 4.37: EnemyBase.cs
17 public bool[] attackStates = new bool[16];
18 public bool[] fleeStates = new bool[16];
19
20 private enum State{
21 idle,
22 fleeing,
23 attack
24 }
The boolean array’s attackStates[] and fleeStates[] are assigned in
the Unity Editor’s inspector as seen in figure 4.35.
Figure 4.35: attackStates[] and fleeStates[]
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In figure 4.38, the Update() method can be seen.
Listing 4.38: Update() in EnemyBase.cs
37 void Update () {
38 if (GetAttackStates ()) {
39 state = State.attack;
40 } else if (GetFleeStates ()) {
41 state = State.fleeing;
42 } else {
43 state = State.idle;
44 }
45
46 CheckHealth();
47
48 if(!isDead){
49 GetTarget();
50 MoveToTarget();
51 checkRate--;
52 }
53 }
In the Update() method, it is first checked what the current state is. This is
done using the two methods GetAttackStats() and GetFleeStates().
The CheckHealth() method is also called to see if the enemy is dead. If
the enemy is not dead, the GetTarget() and MoveToTarget() is called
(lisiting 4.38, line 48 - 50). As requesting paths to a destination using the
Unity’s navigation system is rather heavy on the CPU, a checkRate variable
is introduced. The checkRate is used as a means to only calculate the path
to the closest player every 20 frame. In listing 4.40, the GetAttackStates()
and GetFleeStates() methods can be seen.
Listing 4.39: GetAttackStates() and GetFleeStates() in EnemyBase.cs
55 private bool GetAttackStates()
56 {
57 bool b;
58 if (attackStates [Transport.instance.state] == true) {
59 b = true;
60 } else {
61 b = false;
62 }
63 return b;
64 }
65
66 private bool GetFleeStates()
67 {
68 bool b;
69 if (fleeStates [Transport.instance.state] == true) {
70 b = true;
71 } else {
72 b = false;
73 }
74 return b;
75 }
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As it is shown, both arrays uses the Transport.instance.state variable
as an index to see if the current state is either an attack or fleeing state. In
listing the GetTarget() and SetTarget() method can be seen can be seen.
Listing 4.40: GetTarget() and setTarget() in EnemyBase.cs
161 private void GetTarget(){
162 if (state == State.fleeing) {
163 setTarget(FindClosestSafePoint());
164 }
165 else if (state == State.attack) {
166 setTarget(FindClosestPlayer());
167 }
168 }
169
170 private void setTarget(GameObject g){
171 currentTarget = g;
172 }
Depending on the state, the enemy either targets the closest player or the
nearest enemy safe point. This can be seen seen on listing 4.40, line 162
- 167. FindClosestSafePoint() and FindClosestPlayer() returns
a reference to the nearest enemy safe zone or player. In listing 4.41, the
MoveToTarget() method can be seen.
Listing 4.41: GetTarget() and setTarget() in EnemyBase.cs
126 private void MoveToTarget(){
127 if(checkRate < 0 && currentTarget != null){
128 navMeshAgent.SetDestination(currentTarget.transform.position);
129 checkRate = 20;
130 }
131 }
This method first check whether, the checkRate is less than 0 and if the enemy
has a target. If this is the case, the navigation mesh agent’s SetDestination
parses the position of the currentTarget. Furthermore, the checkRate is
set to 20. As previously mentioned, this is a method for only to be calling the
navMeshAgent.SetDestination() every 20 frame.
Skipped documentation
The exit zone works very similar to the safe zone. Furthermore, spawning ene-
mies are very similar to the way that players are spawned, while only spawning
enemies in active states, works similar to the way safe zones and exit zones
work, which is why I will skip documenting these parts.
4.5 Summary
In the previous chapter have been explaining the design and implementation of
the games ”Performative Breakout” and The Monsters Are Returning!!!. Both
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games are build upon the use of a transport system, which dictates the flow of
the games. The games can be found in the appendix on page 117.
Chapter 5
Analysis
The following chapter will be concerning the analysis of the two games based
on a play test. The primary goal of the play tests is understanding how perfor-
mative music is perceived and experienced from a players perspective as well
as collecting empirical evidence on potentials uses of performative music. The
play test also aims to evaluating the design and implementation of the games.
The first part of this chapter will be explaining how the play test was struc-
tured and highlighting observations made during the play testing. The second
part of this chapter is an analysis of the games based on the play test. Before
diving into the play test, I will briefly summarize the elements in the two games
that are interactive, adaptive and performative.
5.1 Performative Breakout elements
The interactive elements in Performative Breakout is based on, whether or not
the ball is in play. In the code this is determined by the ballInPlay variable.
This variable becomes true when the player presses the action key. When the
ball is not in play, the first music segment will always be playing and a DSP
filter will cut out the high frequency information in the music. When the ball
is in play, the DSP filter will not cut out the high frequency information. The
adaptive element of the music in the game is based on the remaining number of
brick and lives. As the number of bricks get lesser, the music transitions into
different music segments. The performative element is present in the visual
representation of the bricks and beat counter, such as changing the size. The
performative element is also present in the delayed destruction of the bricks
and whether the score is doubled. Transition between music segments always
happens at the end of a four bar music loop.
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5.2 The Monsters Are Returning!!! elements
In TMAR, the interactive elements include the change of music when the player
reaches a safe zones. By reaching the safe zones, the Markov Chain in the
music system is altered. The adaptive elements is present in a drumbeat. This
drumbeat plays when the player has less than two men left. The performative
elements is present as the safe zones, exit zone and enemy spawners. These
are only active in predefined states of the Markov Chain. Furthermore, the
AI also changes according to what segments of the music is playing. As with
Performative Breakout, music can only transition every four bar.
5.3 Play Test
The following section will be explaining the goals, setting, configuration and
structure of the play tests.
Goals of the play test
The goals of a play test usually involves looking into questions [Collins, 1997]
such as: Do play testers like the game?, Do play testers get frustrated with
the game easily?. These questions are relevant for game developers as means
to identify flaws in game mechanics and features. This play test seeks out to
answer another kind of questions. Firstly, the goal is to see if the participant
are able to identify what elements in the game are interactive, adaptive and
performative. The play test also gives an insight into how the participants
perceived and experienced the games and how they reacted on the music. This
is mainly done by observing the participants. As both games uses music as
a game mechanic, the play test also gives knowledge of what elements of the
music system that works and what does not. Lastly, the play test gives a insight
of what videogame genres could benefit from having performative music. This
is done by interviewing the participants. The questions that the play test will
address are the following:
1. Can the player identify which elements are interactive, adaptive and per-
formative?
2. How did the players react on the performative music?
3. How did the performative music work as a game mechanic?
4. What video game genres could potentially benefit from using performa-
tive music?
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Figure 5.1: A is playing The Monsters Are Returning!!!
5.4 Setting and configuration
The play testing was conducted over the course of two sessions. The first
session was conducted as a group observation, while the second was mainly
solo observation. The first session was unfortunately not recorded and served
as an initial impression of how the games were received. The second session
was recorded for closer analysis. The setting of the two session was slightly
different. The first session was conducted in a living room with couches using
an x-box controller. The second session was played in a room using keyboard.
Furthermore, some bugs were fixed in the second session, which were identified
the basis of the first session. In the second session, the first level of TMAR was
played without sound to see how participants reacted to playing the game with
and without sound. All participants were avid gamers and could therefore
be considered having an expertise in game. Choosing participant who have
knowledge of video games and music in video games are more likely to give
qualified answers compared to non-gamers. The age of the participants range
from 25 - 35.
5.5 Structure of the playtest
At the start of the session, all the participants were given a lecture about the
purpose and nature of the project. The play test session was divided into three
parts. The first part, served as an observation, where the participants was
asked to play the game. In the first session all the participants were watching
each other playing. In the second part, the participants was asked to identify,
which elements in the games were interactive, adaptive and performative. The
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last part, consisted of an interview where the participants was asked if they
can see any potential in integrating music in a performative fashion and what
videogame genres that could benefit from using performative music.
Part 1: Observation
The goal of the first part was to get a rough idea of how well the games
and the music system worked. It also served to identify previously unknown
phenomenons. In the first session the participant were motivated by competing
against each other.
Part 2: Identification
The goal of the second part, was to get a indication if the participant were
able to identify, which of the elements in the game was integrated in a perfor-
mative fashion. The performative elements in ”Performative Breakout” should
be easily identified, as visual and gameplay elements in the game are clearly
affected by the music system. On the other hand, the performative elements in
TMAR, should be less obvious, as the primary performative elements consists
of changing the state of the enemy’s AI.
Part 3: Interview
The last part consisted of an interview, where the participant was asked to give
their opinion on the potentials of integrating music in a performative fashion.
Some questions was outlined before the play test, while others were formed on
the basis of the observations.
5.6 Analysis of Session one
As earlier mentioned, the first session was unfortunate not recorded, while
it still yielded some interesting results. In the observation part, the partici-
pant were asked to play the game in turns while observing each other. In the
observation of Performative Breakout the participants complained about the
sensitivity of the x-box controller, which was clearly to set too high. It was
also observed that the game play mechanic of hitting the bricks on an active
beat was mainly out of luck rather than skill. The real challenge in the game
was keeping the ball in play. This overshadowed the performative element of
hitting the bricks in time with the rhythm. The participants were clearly able
to understand what elements were performative, such as the changing colors
and the delayed destruction of the bricks. In comparison, the participants
had difficulties understanding the performative elements of TMAR, but were
more immersed in the game and the music was a very clear indication of when
the player needed to get to a safe zone. When asked about the potentials of
performative music, the participants discussed how it could be beneficial and
interesting to use performative music in horror survival games and music and
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rhythm based game. The participant also noted that the change of music in
TMAR had a ludic effect. This was mainly based on music ability to indicate
when the player was in danger. Furthermore, the participant also noted that
Performative Breakout could easily be played without music. In comparison,
TMAR’s primary indication of danger was represented in the music. There-
fore, the music in TMAR is a essential factor of how the players reacted in the
game. The participants had some interesting suggestions on how Performative
Breakout could be improved. Firstly, active bricks should not only be based on
the current position of the music but rather based on the notes in the music. It
was also mention that tempo and time signature could be used as a gameplay
mechanic. Improvements and ideas for TMAR were also suggested. Firstly it
was suggested that music should only transition if the player was active or only
after the player had collected a number of coins. The participants suggested
different types of enemies. Some enemies could for instance be present all the
time and become aggressive when the music transitioned, while other could
spawn based on a location-based trigger.
5.7 Analysis of Session two
Session two, consisted of three play tests. The first play test was conducted
by ”K”, the second by ”S and B” and the third by ”A”. The duration of the
play test were 20 - 30 min. The first part of the play test was observation.
Recordings for the three play test can be found in the appendix on page 115.
Figure 5.2: K playing Performative Breakout
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Observation: Performative Breakout
The observation began with a short explanation about the purpose of the
project and a brief introduction of the concepts behind interactive, adaptive
and performative music. A, S and B were already familiar with the the orig-
inal version of Breakout. K did not know the game. All participants played
trough the game twice. The first time the participants were asked to play the
game, while being observed. The second time they were asked to focus on the
music. S and A expressed that the paddle’s sensitivity was too high (clip00,
appendix page 115). While S was playing, she asked a question about what
it meant when it was ”timed”, which B answered that this occurred when the
ball hit the brick on an active beat (clip01, appendix page 115). Through this
observation it became clear that the real challenge in the game was keeping the
ball in play due to the high sensitivity of the paddle, which overshadowed the
gameplay mechanic of hitting the bricks. After the second play through they
were asked about what elements in the game that were interactive, adaptive
and performative.
Identification: Performative Breakout
When K was asked about which elements that were controlled by the music he
clearly expressed that there was a relation between the beat counters and the
bricks. K did not initially identify the interactive element in the game, which
was the change of music (DSP filter), when the ball was not in play. When
asked to press the action key, he did however noticed that there was ”more
sound” than before. K clearly understand that hitting the bricks did have
an affect on the music. At first K did understand the concept of the delayed
destruction of bricks and were asked to play the game again. When focusing
on this element he made the relation between the destruction of the bricks and
the rhythm. Furthermore, K could not identify that music was affected by the
current number of bricks. Overall K seemed to be more focus on the colors
than the rhythm of the music, when explaining the music elements in the game.
(clip02, appendix page 115)
S and B clearly understood the relation between the beat counters, bricks
and music. Furthermore, they noted that the destruction of the brick was
delayed until the first beat of the next bar. After a short discussion they
concluded that the music was affected by how many bricks were remaining
in the game. They did however not notice the music’s interactive element.
(clip03, appendix page 115)
When A was asked to identify what elements in the is performative he
answers that the ”scoring system” is determined by the music and when the
ball hits the bricks and that the these get destroyed at the first beat at the next
bar. When asked about what element in the game is adaptive he suggest that
it might be depending on the remaining number of bricks. He had difficulties
understanding the interactive element and needed some helping questions in
order to figure out this element. (clip04, appendix page 115)
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Observation: The Monsters Are Returning!!!
Figure 5.3: K playing The Monsters Are Returning!!!
Before the play test began, all participant were briefly introduced to the rules
of the game, such as collecting coins and finding safe zones. The first level was
played without sound, whereas the rest of the levels were played with sound.
The reason for doing this was to observe if participant reacted differently when
playing the game with and without sound.
K needed slight guidance for finding the safe and exit zones and only reached
the second level. While, K seemed to have fun playing the game, he never really
seemed to be immersed in the game, due to the frustration of not finding the
safe zones (clip05, appendix page 115).
S clearly showed signs that she became more immersed in the game with
the music turned on than without. When the music began to transition into
the aggressive state, S noted that ”something is happening” and ”it gets eerie”.
When reaching the exit zone of the second level, she expressed that her she
liked the game. ”great”. She was not able to complete the third level due
to a bug in the PlayerController.cs script. In clip06 (appendix 115) a
compilation of S reacts can be watched.
A was the first participant to play all levels. A shouted several times during
his play through using expressions, such as ”OH GOD!” and ”RUN!”, which
indicated that he was clearly immersed in the game. In clip07 (appendix 115)
a compilation of A reactions can be watched.
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Figure 5.4: ”A” playing the last level in TMAR
As in can be seen in clip06 and clip07 (appendix 115), S and A were very
immersed in the game. It also became clear that the game becomes much more
tense with the addition of the music, while it also had a ludic element that
the participants could anticipate the upcoming danger. In comparison to the
game played with sound, clip08 (appendix 115) can be watch, which contains
the first level played without sound.
Identification: The Monsters Are Returning!!!
When K was asked to identify the performative elements in the game, he an-
swered that there was a relation between the enemies and the music. When
asked about how the music was interactive, the answer was the movement of
his men, which is partially correct. He did not make the connection that the
music was actually controlling the spawning and the behavior of the enemies.
It seems, that he mostly identified the music as being changed, when enemies
attacked and not that enemies were attacking as a result of the music changing.
B clearly understood that the ”the music controls when the monsters are
coming”. S noted that there were three states of music. The first state was
”when the music was eerie”. The second state was when music was ”full blown
action”. The third state was when you had to find the exit zone. S and B
did not seem to understand that the interactive element of reaching the safe
zones were actually affecting the music. They noted that there had to be some
random element that determined when the music transitions from ambient
and calm to aggressive. B also noted that there was a huge difference between
playing the game with and without sound. Furthermore B noted that playing
the game with sound had much more ”tension” than without. This was due
to the fact that they could anticipate, when the enemies were spawning. S also
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noted that the contrast between the calm and aggressive music had a profound
effect on the tension in the game.
A understood that the performative element was the correlation between
how tense the music was and the enemy spawn, which he told was used as a
kind of ”warning”. He also noted that the safe zone was only visible when the
music was aggressive. He could not identify the interactive elements of reaching
the safe zone. Furthermore, he also did not notice that it was the music, which
controlled the enemies behavior.
None of the players actually experienced the adaptive element of the mu-
sic as this condition was never reached. The adaptive element consisted of a
drumbeat that would begin to play if the player had only two men left.
Interview
Figure 5.5: S and B discussing the potential of performative music
The last part of the session was an interview where the participant were asked
about the potentials of performative music and what genres could be benefi-
cial of using such music. Both K, B and S mentioned horror games, while A
highlighted platform games.
K highlighted the zombie-themed first-person-shooter Left 4 Dead (2006).
In Left 4 Dead there is a close relation between the intensity of the music and
the tension in the game.
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Figure 5.6: Left 4 Dead (2006)
S mentioned that an action-adventure survival horror game like The Last
of US could benefit from having performative music. B also noted that this
game already uses sound as a ludic element, where monsters, which are not
visually present are identified through their signature sound. B also mentioned
the survival horror video game Amnesia: The Dark Descent (2010) could be
implemented with music in a performative fashion. He explains that this could
be done by using music as an indication to when a monster would come out
of the shadow. When asked more specifically about what games could benefit
from having events in the game to coincide with a particular musical transition,
B answered that rhythm based games would benefit most.
Furthermore, B suggested that music could be analyzing the music in real-
time and feature music from your personal library (in the same manner of
AudioSurf (2010)). Depending, whether you played the game while listening to
Death Metal or more relaxed music, the monsters would act differently. Lastly,
B also mentioned that performative music is a very interesting field and that
the industry currently seems to be focusing a lot more on music compared to
earlier. He also mentioned that he thought that music should have a ludic
element rather than just support the game.
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Figure 5.7: The Last of US
(2013)
Figure 5.8: Amnesia: The Dark
Descent (2010)
5.8 Summary
The questions that the play test addressed were the following:
1. Can the player identify which elements are interactive, adaptive and per-
formative?
2. How did the players react on the performative music?
3. How did the performative music work as a game play mechanic?
4. What video game genres could potentially benefit from using performa-
tive music?
Can the player identify which elements are interactive,
adaptive and performative?
In Performative Breakout the participant were mostly able to identify the rela-
tion between the music’s rhythm and visual elements, such as the beat counters
and size of bricks. It became quite clear that the correlation between the ry-
thmes and game, could mostly be identified through these visual elements. The
adaptive element in Performative Breakout was also mostly identifiable. All
participants were to some extent able to understand that it was the number
of brick, which was the adaptive element. The interactive element in Perfor-
mative Breakout was not that clear to understand as it had no visual aspect
attached to it. Whereas the music and rhythm in Performative Breakout was
visually present, TMAR used music visually indirectly. The music and rhythm
in TMAR is not directly connected to any visual element in the game. The
participant mostly identified the performative element and clearly understood
that the music had an effect on when the monsters spawned. The interactive
element, was tho not as clear. Whether, the cause of the monsters fleeing, was
a means of reaching the safe zone or if it was caused by the change of music
was not very clear for the participants. Furthermore, none of the participant
actually reached a state, where the adaptive part was triggered.
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How did the players react on the performative music?
Even though the participants understood what elements in Performative Break-
out were performative and adaptive, the aesthetic satisfaction of musically syn-
chronized was difficult to observe due to some gameplay flaws. In contrast, the
music worked very well in TMAR. In this game the music clearly enhanced the
tension and supported the narrative in the game. Both games and their music
system heavily relies on the transport, which enables music to change only on
musically fitting places. In Performative Breakout, events will always be timed
to the music, whereas events in TMAR, such as the monsters spawning always
happens at the climax of a crescendo. This way the player can anticipate, when
monsters will begin to spawn and thereby create tension and suspense.
How did the performative music work as a game play
mechanic?
The gameplay mechanic of hitting the bricks in time with the rhythm did not
really work and was overshadowed by fact that the player had no direct control
over the ball. The gameplay element of getting a double score from a brick was
rather luck than skill. TMAR’s music clearly had a ludic element. This ludic
element had root in player’s advantage to anticipate when the monsters would
spawn, when music was turned on. Playing the game without music, not only
diminish the tense and suspense, but also removes the player’s ability to know
when monsters would spawn, as this is only indicated by the music changing.
What video game genres could potentially benefit from using
performative music?
Games, such as survival horror games were mentioned several times. One
reason that these types of games were mentioned is that events in the game
is often foreshadowed by a crescendo in the music, which creates tension. In
these games the events must happen to coincide with a particular time in
the music. Another reason is that the TMAR did have some connotations
with the horror genres, which clearly had an effect when asked about potential
genres. Furthermore, music and rhythm based games was also mention. While,
Performative Breakout’s goal was to include a gameplay element of hitting the
bricks at a given time in music, this element was clearly faulty designed.
Chapter 6
Discussion
The following chapter will discuss several aspects of performative music, such as
the function of performative music, potential game genres and alternative ways
of implementing and designing the music systems. The first part will discuss
the functions of performative music in relation to chapter 2. The second part
will be centered around discussing potential video games genres, that could
benefit from using performative music. Lastly, I will discuss alternative ways
of designing and implementing a performative music system.
6.1 The functions of performative music
Chapter two dealt with the function of music in video game. This chapter
emphasized the function of music in video games and music. The focus was
music’s ability to support: (1) the perception of the game world, (2) the player’s
involvement and the (3) game narrative. The question is then, if any of these
functions can be enhanced or altered by utilizing performative music.
Perception of the game world
The first function is music’s ability to support the perception of the game
world. The game world of Performative Breakout can be considered rather
abstract in relation to anything that would be present in the real world. The
abstract world in Performative Breakout does however tick at a certain rate,
which is dictated by the music. As the music is used to dictate the flow of game
world it is not merely supporting it, but becomes a part of the game world in a
diegetic fashion. Not only is the game world dictated by the music, but it also
defines the rules of the game, such as the delayed destruction of bricks. Even
though the gameplay mechanic of trying to hitting the bricks at a certain time
was faulty, the music’s role of determine the flow of the game world creates
a phenomenon, which I have chosen to call aesthetic rhythmic pleasure. This
arises from having events in the game happen in sync with the music. Other
games, such as Bit Trip Beat (2009) and Bit Trip Runner (2011), creates a
similar aesthetic pleasure by using music to dictate the flow of the game. The
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music in these games are however linear and can theoretically be played without
sound. Using performative and nonlinear music could add a ludic element to
Figure 6.1: Bit Trip Beat (2009),
developed by Gaijin Games
Figure 6.2: Bit Trip Run-
ner (2011), developed by Gaijin
Games
these types of games. This could enhance the need for playing the game with
sound. In contrast to Performative Breakout, music in TMAR is integrated in
a much more non-diegetic fashion. While, the flow the game is still dictated by
the music, it is not as apparent as it is in Performative Breakout. The music
in TMAR clearly supports the ”eerie” setting of the game and also uses music
to indicate what is not visually present, as music indicates when enemies will
spawn. As the music is a direct indication of when monsters will spawn, players
are able to foresee future events merely by listening to the music. Performative
music’s function is therefore not only to support the spatial dimension, but can
also be used as a way to create perception of the time in the game.
Players involvement in the game world
The player’s involvement in the game world is very closely linked to immersion.
When looking at the different types of immersion, the potentials of performa-
tive music is clearly situated in the tactical immersion. If tactical immersion
emerges within the ”moment-by-moment” pacing of the game, performative
music’s ability to dictate the flow of the game must clearly have an influence.
The previous discussed phenomenon, which I called aesthetic rhythmic pleasure
and the fact that game world ticks at a certain rate, seems to create a form of
tactical immersion.
It can however be discussed if performative music can be used to create
a better flow between image and music, which could enhance the narrative
immersion in the game in a similar fashion of music videos or movies. In mu-
sic videos, images changes in relation to the music. Badly timed transition
in music can have a devastating effect on both the narrative and the cogni-
tive immersion in the same manner that bad writing can break the narrative
immersion. Even in modern AAA titles, such as Borderlands 2 (2013), the
transition between calm music and action music is very abrupt and does not
take the current position of the music into account. Instead, the music quickly
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fades from calm to an aggressive state and vice verse, which can result in break-
ing the narrative immersion. By eliminating these bad transitions with the use
of performative music systems, the narrative immersion can indirectly be en-
hanced. Furthermore, events in these games can be synchronized to the music
in order to create a better flow between the images and the game, while there
might also be some disadvantages to this, which I will be discussing later. My
investigation shows no implications that performative music could potentially
create strategic immersion.
Game narratives
Performative Breakout’s narrative is very simple. The narrative in the game is
somewhat limited to a ball hitting bricks and music which changes according
to this simple narrative. More interesting was how the performative music was
used to enhance the dramatic narrative of TMAR. In TMAR, the player could
anticipate when monsters would spawn merely by listening to the transitions
in the music, which clearly enhanced the tension in the game. Some games
strive hard to mimic the narrative and pace of Hollywood action movies, which
is why scripting events to the music is an essential part of this. An alternative
method to scripting these events to the music could be to use a performative
music system instead. Not only would this eliminate the need for scripting
events, but might also enhance the dynamic and re-playability of these games,
which would otherwise would be scripted in a linear fashion. In rhythm based
games, scripting events to the pace of the music can also be completely re-
moved by having the environment being affected by the music. Furthermore,
a performative music system would enable the use procedural or generative
music in these games and further embrace the nonlinearity. The Markov Chain
in TMAR is usually a system, which could be considered in the domain of
generative music. Procedural and generative methods created content which
is by nature unpredictable. Combining procedural and generative with a per-
formative music system, could create some interesting results. The key to
using generative or procedural music is to make sure that the relation between
the music and the game remains meaningful. Using performative and genera-
tive/procedural music could be a way to make sure that music and events in
the game remains meaningful as events in the game could adapt to the the
musical content created by algorithms.
While, one of the potentials of using performative music is the enhanced
perception of time and players ability to anticipate upcoming events, this can
also be one of the disadvantages. In some games, the surprising elements of
music might loose its effect if the player can anticipate the event. It must
therefore be considered, when and when not to use performative music.
6.2 Potential video game genres
Performative Breakout is a abstract arcade game and TMAR is a Action/Shooter
game. The performative music, which have been used in these games could also
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be used in other genres. It is not hard to imagine other types of game applica-
tions and genres performative music could be used.
One of the most popular platforms for Social/Casual/Puzzle games are
smart phones and music is therefore often not really prioritized in these types
of games. That said, some of these games heavily draws on tactical immersion.
Using performative music in games, such as Tetris (1984) or Candy Crush
(2011) could yield some interesting results, either by adding an element of
aesthetic rhythmic pleasure or turning the core gameplay into a rhythm or
music based game.
Platformer/Arcade games might be one the most promising game genres
to integrating music in a performative fashion. In recent years this genre have
had some of the most experimental core gameplay design due to its popularity
in the indie community. Many platform games uses puzzle, which could surely
be designed in a performative fashion adding a ludic element to the music.
Driving/Simulation/Sports
When taking a look at Driving/Simulation/Sports games, my investigation
does not really yield any indications that there could be any significant benefits
of using performative music. This might also have to do, with the fact that the
core design of these games is very defined. Adding performative music would
only be a feature and could almost certainly break the realism, which are a
central element of these games.
Strategy/Role-Playing Games & Adventure/Action/Shooter
Strategy/Role-Playing Games heavily draws on the narrative and strategic im-
mersion. As previous discussed, performative music can be used to create ten-
sion and indirectly enhance the narrative. There are there are no indications
from my investigation that the strategic immersion could be achieved by the
use of performative music. Generative music have been utilized in these types
of games as a way to add variety as a play though of a game in some cases can
last up to several hundred of hours. Again, it is hard to image a game utiliz-
ing performative music, without changing the core elements of gameplay. The
Adventure/Action/Shooter shares traits with the the Strategy/Role-Playing
Games, such as being driven by a narrative. Dynamic music is often used in
these games while the performative link, does not seem to have any other uses
than creating tension and indirectly enhance the narrative immersion.
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For performative music to be successfully implemented, it should be con-
sidered early in the development process and implemented in core design of
the gameplay, as it its criteria as being a ludic element might loose its effect
if implemented as a feature. This was clearly the case in Performative Break-
out. In order to get Performative Breakout to work with performative music’s
ability to become ludic, the core gameplay must be changed. This very much
applies to the majority of genres, while Strategy/Role-Playing and Adven-
ture/Action/Shooter games, which often relies on the narratives, could benefit
from performative music’s ability to add tension. Lastly, as it was noted in the
analysis, the performative elements does not necessarily have to be identified
by the player.
6.3 Implementation alternatives
An alternative way is to create the music system and the transport using
Unity’s own sound engine. This can be done by using AudioSettings.dspTime
for counting samples and use AudioSource.PlayScheduled to schedule
when to play sound files. Using Unity’s own sound engine has it’s advantages
and disadvantages. Using Pure Data is great for prototyping music system and
enables the use of synthesis and generative methods, while using Unity’s own
have the advantages of using Unity’s build in DSP effects and that deployment
on different platforms, such as iPhone, Android, PC or Mac are guaranteed.
In listing 6.1 a simple scripts counting beats can be seen.
Listing 6.1: Transport using Unity’s own sound engine
1 void Awake ()
2 {
3 dspStartTime = AudioSettings.dspTime;
4 }
5
6 void FixedUpdate()
7 {
8 dspCurrentTime = (AudioSettings.dspTime - dspStartTime) *
AudioSettings.outputSampleRate;
9 SamplesSinceLastBeat = (dspCurrentTime - timeStamp);
10
11 if(BeatToSample(bpm) < SamplesSinceLastBeat)
12 {
13 offset = BeatToSample(bpm) - SamplesSinceLastBeat;
14 beat++;
15 timeStamp = dspCurrentTime + offset ;
16 }
17 beat = beat % 4;
18 }
19
20 private double BeatToSample(float _bpm)
21 {
22 return (60000 / _bpm) * (AudioSettings.outputSampleRate / 1000)
;
23 }
24
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25 private double SampleToMS(double samples)
26 {
27 return 1000 / (AudioSettings.outputSampleRate / samples);
28 }
29
30 public float getCurrentBeat()
31 {
32 return beat;
33 }
34 }
While, this method works for synchronizing events on the screen and creating
a stable and constant metronome, this method does not solve the problem of
playing audio files in sync with the transport. Furthermore, it is possible to
generate procedural audio using Unity’s [docs.unity3d.com, 2015], while this
is obviously more time consuming to program, than using Pure Data. Al-
ternatively, as Unity supports managed plugins, the code for the transport
could be written in another language and compiling to a DLL using an ex-
ternal compiler. This would allow the transport to run in its own separate
thread. Another popular platform for game development is the Unreal Engine
4 [unrealengine.com, 2015]. Code in Unreal Engine 4 are written in C++ and it
is therefore likely that a performative music system could be developed though
almost certainly at a very low-level. Lastly, one could also consider a combi-
nation of Unity and middleware software, such as FMOD [fmod.org, 2015] or
Wwise [audiokinetic.com, 2015].
6.4 Alternatives and further work on the music systems
Both the games uses pre-rendered audio loops for generating the music. In
Performative Breakout, the music manager is centered around the transport
system, where music segments are cued to play at the beginning of every four
bar cycle. This is mainly achieved by using Pure Data’s mod and sel objects.
TMAR, uses a transport system and a transition matrix in the form a Markov
Chain. Compared to Performative Breakout], the music system in TMAR is
semi-autonomous. Having autonomous elements in the can aid to creating
variations in the music. These autonomous elements can either be situated
in the part of the music system, that deals with playing the primary music
segments or used as additional elements. Generative or procedural techniques
can with success be used for the autonomous elements. Furthermore, flexibility
of the music system can be achieved by creating a type of music manager
which uses an arrangement/pattern system combined with synthesis or sample
players. The arrangements would consists of a series of connected patterns
sending data, such as note and velocity.
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Figure 6.3: Alternative music system
In this system the music manager consists of a transport system, an arranger
and patterns. The music generators can either be sample or synthesizer based.
Additionally a mixer is introduced into the system to control as a way to control
the final output. The pattern system could either be implemented from scratch
or consists of MIDI files.
It was suggested by one of the participants in the play test, that music could
also be analyses in real-time and used to control to control in-game parameters.
Music can be analyzed using different methods. Firstly, music can be analyzed
using fast fourier transformation to determine the key of the music. Secondly,
the space between transients in the music can be analyzed as a way to determine
tempo and signature. Lastly, loudness of the music can also be analyzed and
used for controlling in-game parameters.
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6.5 Summary
In the previous chapter I have discussed several aspects of the implications of
using performative music, such as its ability to create (1) aestetic rhythmic
pleasure, enhance the (2) perception of time, create (3) tension and strengthen
the narrative immersion by having smooth transitions. These are implications,
which enhance the player’s aesthetic experience. From a developer’s perspec-
tive, performative music can be used to: (4) eliminate the need for scripting
events to the music, (5) make music a ludic elements and potentially (6) enable
the use of procedural/generative, while remaining meaningful. Furthermore, I
have discussed alternative ways to designing and implementing and implement-
ing a performative music system.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
This master thesis set out as an investigation of the potential uses of perfor-
mative music in video games, while answering the question:
How can a performative music system be designed and implemented
in a video game and what are the implications of such a system?
In this project the two games: ”Performative Breakout” and ”The Monsters
Are Returning!!!” have been designed and implemented using Unity (game
engine) and Pure Data (music system). The essential part in the performative
music system for these two games is situated in a transport system, which is
responsible for playing back the music and to send information to the game
engine about the current time and position. Furthermore, there are different
methods for playing back the music, which includes playing back pre-rendered
audio, using external formats (MIDI, MOD) or sound synthesis. Designing
and implementing a music system depends on the type of game. Based on
this investigation and the discussion in this thesis, the implications of using
performative are the following:
Performative music can potentially create what I have called aesthetic rhyth-
mic pleasure. In rhythm and music based game performative music can be used
to create an aesthetic pleasure, which emerges when events in the game coincide
in time with the music. Performative music can be used to enhance the per-
ception of time by determining the pace of the game world. Smooth transition
between music segments can be achieved by integrating music in a performa-
tive fashion, which can either be used to create tension or indirectly strengthen
the narrative immersion. Fourthly, performative music can eliminate the need
for scripting events to music. Integrating music in a performative fashion can
result in music to become ludic. If music is used as a ludic element it must
be implemented meaningfully, such as being a part of the core design of the
gameplay. The use of performative music systems can potentially be used to
integrate generative/procedural music in a meaningful way.
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Referenced games
• Pong 1972 Atari
• Breakout 1972 Atari
• Space Invaders 1978 Atari
• Pac Man 1980 Atari
• Frogger 1981 Parker Brothers
• Tetris 1984 Sega
• BallBlazer 1984 LucasArts
• Super Mario Bros. 1985 Nintendo
• Otocky 1987 SEDIC
• The Secret of Monkey Island 1991 LucasArts
• Doom 1993 id Software
• Little Big Adventure 1994 Adeline Software International
• Command & Conquer 1995 Electronic Arts
• Quake 1996 id Software
• Wipeout 2097 1996 Psygnosis
• Command & Conquer: Red Alert 1996 Electronic Arts
• Unreal 1998 Epic Games
• World of Warcraft 2004 Blizzard Entertainment
• Left 4 Dead 2006 Turtle Rock Studios
• Spore 2008 Maxis
• Bit Trip Beat 2009 Gaijin Games
• Audiosurf 2010 Audiosurf, LLC.
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• Super Meat Boy 2010 Team Meat
• Civilization 5 2010 Faraxis Games
• Amnesia: The Dark Decent 2010 Frictional Games
• Bit Trip Runner 2011 Gaijin Games
• FEZ 2012 Polytron Corporation
• Endless Space 2012 Amplitude Studios
• Borderlands 2 2012 Gearbox Software
• Candy Crush 2012 King
• Grand Theft Auto 5 2013 Rockstar Games
• The Last of Us 2013 Naughty Dog
• FRACT 2014 Phosfiend Systems
• Alien Isolation 2014 Creative Assembly
• Final Fantasy series 1987 - 2014 Square Enix
• NASCAR series 1994 - 2004 Electronic Arts
• Need For Speed series 1994 - 2013 Electronic Arts
• Call of Duty series 2003 - 2015 Treyarch and Infinity Ward
• Mass Effect series 2007 - 2013 BioWare
Appendix A: Videos
The videos of the play tests can be found at the following paths:
• K /Appendix A: Videos/K.avi
• SB /Appendix A: Videos/SB.avi
• A /Appendix A: Videos/A.avi
• clip00 /Appendix A: Videos/clip00.avi
• clip01 /Appendix A: Videos/clip01.avi
• clip02 /Appendix A: Videos/clip02.avi
• clip03 /Appendix A: Videos/clip03.avi
• clip04 /Appendix A: Videos/clip04.avi
• clip05 /Appendix A: Videos/clip05.avi
• clip06 /Appendix A: Videos/clip06.avi
• clip07 /Appendix A: Videos/clip07.avi
• clip08 /Appendix A: Videos/clip08.avi
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Appendix B: Games
The games can be found in the following paths:
• Performative Breakout (Unity): /Appendix B - Games/Performative
Breakout (Unity)
• The Monsters Are Returning!!!: (Unity) /Appendix B - Games/The Mon-
sters Are Returning (Unity)
• Performative Breakout (Windows): /Appendix B - Games/Performative
Breakout (Windows)
• The Monsters Are Returning (Windows): /Appendix B - Games/The
Monsters Are Returning (Windows) (Windows)
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Appendix C: Performative
Breakout
GameManager.cs
Listing 1: GameManager.cs
1 using System.Collections.Generic;
2 using LibPDBinding;
3 using System.Runtime.InteropServices;
4 using System;
5 using System.IO;
6 using UnityEngine.UI;
7
8 public class GameManager : MonoBehaviour
9 {
10 public int lives = 3;
11 public int level = 0;
12 public int score = 0;
13 public int numberOfBricks;
14 public int totalNumberOfBricks;
15 public Bricks brick;
16 public bool brickHit;
17 public float resetDelay = 1f;
18 public Text livesText;
19 public Text scoreText;
20 public GameObject gameOver;
21 public GameObject youWon;
22 public GameObject timed;
23 public GameObject deathParticles;
24 int scoreCount;
25 public static GameManager instance = null;
26 private GameObject paddle;
27 private GameObject clonePaddle;
28 public bool ballInPlay;
29 private int lastBar;
30 StreamWriter logWriter;
31
32 public void Log (string eventDescription, float value)
33 {
34 float time = Time.realtimeSinceStartup;
35 logWriter.WriteLine (time + ",\t" + Transport.instance.bars + "
,\t" + Transport.instance.sixteenth_notes + ",\t" +
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eventDescription + ", \t " + value);
36 // writeline(getMilisecound + " ; " + eventDescription + " ; "
+ value);
37 }
38
39 private void InitializeLog ()
40 {
41 string assetsPath = Application.streamingAssetsPath + "/Logs/
log";
42 string theTime = System.DateTime.Now.ToString ("-yyyy-MM-dd-
hhmm");
43
44 logWriter = new StreamWriter (assetsPath + theTime + ".csv");
45 logWriter.WriteLine ("time,\t bars,\t sixteen,\t event,\t value
");
46
47 //logWriter.WriteLine ("test");
48 // openFile(PATH + "GameManeger" + dato + ".csv");
49 }
50
51 public void Awake ()
52 {
53 if (instance == null) {
54 instance = this;
55 } else if (instance != this) {
56 Destroy (gameObject);
57 }
58
59 InitializeLog ();
60
61 Setup ();
62 }
63
64 void loadLevel (int i)
65 {
66 if (i == 1) {
67 for (int x = -13; x <= 13; x = x + 2) {
68 for (int y = 0; y <= 6; y = y + 2) {
69 Bricks brickPrefab = brick;
70 Instantiate (brickPrefab, new Vector3 (x, y + 4, 0),
Quaternion.identity);
71 if (y == 0) {
72 brickPrefab.type = 1;
73 } else if (y == 2) {
74 brickPrefab.type = 2;
75 } else if (y == 4) {
76 brickPrefab.type = 3;
77 } else if (y == 6) {
78 brickPrefab.type = 0;
79 }
80 }
81 }
82 }
83 Bricks[] brickArray = FindObjectsOfType (typeof(Bricks)) as
Bricks[];
84 numberOfBricks = brickArray.Length;
85 totalNumberOfBricks = numberOfBricks;
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86 }
87
88 public void Update ()
89 {
90 SendToPd ();
91
92 if (lastBar != Transport.instance.bars) {
93 brickHit = false;
94 }
95
96 if (Input.GetKeyDown (KeyCode.Escape)) {
97 Application.Quit ();
98 }
99 lastBar = Transport.instance.bars;
100 }
101
102 public void enableTimed ()
103 {
104 timed.SetActive (true);
105 Invoke ("disableTimed", resetDelay);
106 }
107
108 public void disableTimed ()
109 {
110 timed.SetActive (false);
111 }
112
113 public void Setup ()
114 {
115 paddle = (GameObject)Resources.Load ("Prefabs/Paddle", typeof(
GameObject));
116 clonePaddle = Instantiate (paddle, transform.position,
Quaternion.identity) as GameObject;
117 loadLevel (level);
118 }
119
120 public void CheckGameOver ()
121 {
122 if (numberOfBricks < 1) {
123 youWon.SetActive (true);
124 Time.timeScale = 0.25f;
125 Invoke ("Reset", resetDelay);
126 }
127
128 if (lives < 1) {
129 gameOver.SetActive (true);
130 Time.timeScale = 0.25f;
131 Invoke ("Reset", resetDelay);
132 }
133 }
134
135 void Reset ()
136 {
137 Time.timeScale = 1f;
138 Application.LoadLevel (Application.loadedLevel);
139 }
140
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141 public void LoseLife ()
142 {
143 lives--;
144 livesText.text = "Lives " + lives;
145 Instantiate (deathParticles, clonePaddle.transform.position,
Quaternion.identity);
146 Destroy (clonePaddle);
147 Invoke ("SetupPaddle", resetDelay);
148 CheckGameOver ();
149 }
150
151 private void SetupPaddle ()
152 {
153 clonePaddle = Instantiate (paddle, transform.position,
Quaternion.identity) as GameObject;
154 ballInPlay = false;
155 }
156
157 public void DestroyBrick ()
158 {
159 numberOfBricks--;
160 CheckGameOver ();
161 }
162
163 public void PlayWallHit ()
164 {
165 LibPD.SendBang ("playWallHit");
166 }
167
168 public void AddScore (int v)
169 {
170 score = score + v;
171 scoreText.text = "Score " + score;
172 }
173
174 private void SendToPd ()
175 {
176 if (totalNumberOfBricks * 0.9 < numberOfBricks || !ballInPlay)
{
177 LibPD.SendFloat ("main", 0f);
178 } else if (totalNumberOfBricks * 0.8 < numberOfBricks) {
179 LibPD.SendFloat ("main", 1f);
180 } else if (totalNumberOfBricks * 0.7 < numberOfBricks) {
181 LibPD.SendFloat ("main", 2f);
182 } else if (totalNumberOfBricks * 0.5 < numberOfBricks) {
183 LibPD.SendFloat ("main", 3f);
184 } else if (totalNumberOfBricks * 0.3 < numberOfBricks) {
185 LibPD.SendFloat ("main", 4f);
186 } else if (totalNumberOfBricks * 0.2 < numberOfBricks) {
187 LibPD.SendFloat ("main", 5f);
188 }
189
190 if (lives < 2 && ballInPlay)
191 LibPD.SendFloat ("playDrum", 1f);
192 else
193 LibPD.SendFloat ("playDrum", 0f);
194
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195 if (ballInPlay)
196 LibPD.SendBang ("main_filter_up");
197 else
198 LibPD.SendBang ("main_filter_down");
199
200 if (brickHit == true)
201 LibPD.SendFloat ("playBrickHit", 1f);
202 else
203 LibPD.SendFloat ("playBrickHit", 0f);
204 }
205
206 private void OnApplicationQuit ()
207 {
208 logWriter.Close ();
209 // TODO close log file
210 }
211 }
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Ball.cs
Listing 2: Ball.cs
1 using System.Collections;
2
3 public class Ball : MonoBehaviour
4 {
5 public float ballInitialVelocity = 1;
6 public float speed = 600f;
7 public bool ballInPlay;
8 private Rigidbody rb;
9 public int counterCurrent;
10
11 void Awake ()
12 {
13 rb = GetComponent<Rigidbody> ();
14 rb.freezeRotation = true;
15 }
16
17 void FixedUpdate ()
18 {
19 if (Input.GetButtonDown ("Fire1") && ballInPlay == false)
20 {
21 transform.parent = null;
22 ballInPlay = true;
23 GameManager.instance.ballInPlay = true;
24 rb.isKinematic = false;
25 rb.velocity = new Vector3 (0, -10, 0);
26 }
27
28 if (counterCurrent > 500 && ballInPlay )
29 {
30 rb.velocity = new Vector3 (0, -10, 0);
31 counterCurrent = 0;
32 }
33 counterCurrent++;
34 }
35
36 void OnCollisionEnter (Collision other)
37 {
38 GameManager.instance.PlayWallHit ();
39
40 if (other.gameObject.tag == "Player")
41 {
42 BallHitPaddle ();
43 counterCurrent = 0;
44 }
45 if (other.gameObject.tag == "Brick")
46 {
47 counterCurrent = 0;
48 }
49 }
50
51 void BallHitPaddle ()
52 {
53 GameObject paddle = GameObject.FindWithTag ("Player");
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54 Vector2 delta = (transform.position - paddle.transform.position
) * 0.5f;
55
56 if (delta.x > 0.5f)
57 delta.x = 0.5f;
58 if (delta.x < -0.5f)
59 delta.x = -0.5f;
60
61 Vector2 direction = delta.normalized;
62 rb.velocity = direction * speed;
63 }
64 }
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Bricks.cs
Listing 3: Bricks.cs
1 using UnityEngine;
2 using System.Collections;
3
4 public class Bricks : MonoBehaviour {
5 public GameObject brickParticle;
6 public Material[] materials;
7 public int value = 100;
8 bool hasBeenHit = false;
9 public int type;
10 int lastBar;
11 Renderer rend;
12
13 void Start(){
14 rend = gameObject.GetComponent<Renderer>();
15 rend.material = materials[type];
16 gameObject.GetComponent<SizeOnBeat> ().activeBeat = type;
17 }
18
19 void OnCollisionEnter(Collision other)
20 {
21 if(!hasBeenHit && other.gameObject.tag == "Ball")
22 {
23 hasBeenHit = true;
24 GameManager.instance.brickHit = true;
25 rend.material.color = Color.red;
26
27 if(Transport.instance.quarter_note == type)
28 {
29 GameManager.instance.enableTimed();
30 value = value * 2;
31 }
32 }
33 }
34
35 void Update(){
36 if(hasBeenHit && Transport.instance.bars != lastBar){
37 DestroyBrick();
38 }
39
40 lastBar = Transport.instance.bars;
41 }
42
43 void DestroyBrick(){
44 Instantiate(brickParticle,transform.position,Quaternion.
identity);
45 GameManager.instance.AddScore (value);
46 GameManager.instance.DestroyBrick();
47 Destroy(gameObject);
48 }
49 }
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CollisionColorChange.cs
Listing 4: CollisionColorChange.cs
1 using System.Collections;
2
3 public class CollisionColorChange : MonoBehaviour {
4 bool hit;
5 float lastNote;
6 Renderer myRenderer;
7 // Use this for initialization
8 void OnCollisionEnter (Collision other) {
9 hit = true;
10 }
11
12 void Start(){
13 myRenderer = gameObject.GetComponent<Renderer>();
14 }
15
16 // Update is called once per frame
17 void Update () {
18 ChangeColor();
19 }
20
21 void ChangeColor(){
22 if(Transport.instance.sixteenth_notes == 0 && hit == false){
23 myRenderer.material.color = Color.white;
24 }
25 if(Transport.instance.sixteenth_notes != lastNote && hit ==
true){
26 myRenderer.material.color = Color.red;
27 hit = false;
28 }
29 lastNote = Transport.instance.sixteenth_notes;
30 }
31 }
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DeadZone.cs
Listing 5: DeadZone.cs
1 using System.Collections;
2
3 public class DeadZone : MonoBehaviour {
4
5 void OnTriggerEnter(Collider other){
6 GameManager.instance.LoseLife();
7 }
8 }
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Paddle.cs
Listing 6: Paddle.cs
1
2 using System.Collections;
3
4 public class Paddle : MonoBehaviour {
5 public Material[] materials;
6 public Renderer rend;
7 public float paddleSpeed = 2;
8 private Vector3 playerPos = new Vector3(0,-9.5f,0);
9
10 void Start()
11 {
12 rend = GetComponent<Renderer>();
13 }
14 void Update ()
15 {
16 float xPos = transform.position.x + (Input.GetAxis("Horizontal"
) * paddleSpeed);
17 playerPos = new Vector3(Mathf.Clamp(xPos,-13,13),-9.5f,0f);
18 transform.position = playerPos;
19 UpdateColor();
20 }
21
22 void UpdateColor()
23 {
24 rend.sharedMaterial = materials[Transport.instance.quarter_note
];
25 }
26 }
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SizeOnBeat.cs
Listing 7: SizeOnBeat.cs
1
2 using System.Collections;
3
4 public class SizeOnBeat : MonoBehaviour {
5 public int activeBeat = 0;
6 public Vector3 normalSize;
7 public Vector3 activeSize;
8
9 void Update ()
10 {
11 UpdateSize();
12 }
13
14 void UpdateSize()
15 {
16 if(Transport.instance.quarter_note == activeBeat)
17 {
18 transform.localScale = activeSize;
19 }else{
20 transform.localScale = normalSize;
21 }
22 }
23 }
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TextFlickering.cs
Listing 8: TextFlickering.cs
1
2 using System.Collections;
3 using UnityEngine.UI;
4
5 public class TextFlickering : MonoBehaviour {
6 private Text text;
7 // Use this for initialization
8 void Start () {
9 text = gameObject.GetComponent<Text> ();
10 }
11
12 // Update is called once per frame
13 void Update () {
14 float r = Mathf.Round(Random.Range (0, 2));
15 float g = Mathf.Round(Random.Range (0, 2));
16 float b = Mathf.Round(Random.Range (0, 2));
17 text.color = new Color(r,g,b);
18 }
19 }
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Transport.cs
Listing 9: Transport.cs
1 using UnityEngine;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using LibPDBinding;
4 using System.Runtime.InteropServices;
5 using System;
6 using System.IO;
7
8 public class Transport : MonoBehaviour
9 {
10 public float bpm = 120;
11 public int sixteenth_notes;
12 public int quarter_note;
13 public int bars;
14
15 public static Transport instance = null;
16
17 void Awake(){
18 if(instance == null){
19 instance = this;
20 }else if(instance != this){
21 Destroy(gameObject);
22 }
23 }
24 // Use this for initialization
25 void Start () {
26 LibPD.SendFloat("transport_bpm", BpmToMs(bpm));
27 LibPD.SendFloat("transport_start", 1);
28
29 // subscribing to receive
30 LibPD.Subscribe("pd_sixteenth_notes");
31 LibPD.Subscribe("pd_quarter_note");
32 LibPD.Subscribe("pd_bars");
33 LibPD.Float += receiveFloat;
34 }
35
36 void receiveFloat(string nameofSend, float value) {
37 if (String.Compare (nameofSend, "pd_sixteenth_notes") == 0) {
38 sixteenth_notes = (int) value;
39 }
40 if (String.Compare (nameofSend, "pd_quarter_note") == 0) {
41 quarter_note = (int) value;
42 }
43 if (String.Compare (nameofSend, "pd_bars") == 0) {
44 bars = (int) value;
45 }
46 }
47
48 void receiveInt(string nameofSend, int value){
49
50 }
51
52 public float BpmToMs(float _bpm){
53 return (15000/_bpm);
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54 }
55 }

Appendix D: The Monsters Are
Returning!!!
GameManager.cs
Listing 10: GameManager.cs
1
2 using LibPDBinding;
3 using System.Collections;
4 using UnityEngine.UI;
5
6 public class GameManager : MonoBehaviour {
7 public Text health;
8 public Text ammo;
9 public GameObject middleText;
10 public Text stateInfoText;
11 public Player[] players = new Player[4];
12 public StateManager stateManager;
13 public int nextLevel;
14 public int gold;
15 public Text goldText;
16 public string[] stateInfoTexts = new string[17];
17
18 public float resetDelay = 2f;
19
20 public static GameManager instance = null;
21
22 void Awake()
23 {
24 if (instance == null) {
25 instance = this;
26 } else if (instance != this) {
27 Destroy (gameObject);
28 }
29 }
30
31 void Start () {
32 players = FindObjectsOfType (typeof(Player)) as Player[];
33 }
34
35 public void WonLevel()
36 {
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37 Text t = middleText.GetComponent<Text> ();
38 t.text = "YOU WON";
39 middleText.SetActive (true);
40 Time.timeScale = 0.25f;
41 Invoke ("NextLevel", resetDelay);
42 }
43 void NextLevel()
44 {
45 Time.timeScale = 1f;
46 Application.LoadLevel (nextLevel);
47 }
48
49 void Update ()
50 {
51 UpdateHud ();
52 CheckGameOver ();
53
54 if(Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.Escape))
55 {
56 Application.Quit();
57 }
58 }
59
60 void PlayLowHealthBeat()
61 {
62
63 }
64
65 void UpdateHud()
66 {
67 health.text = "1. " + players[0].health +
68 "\n2. " + players[1].health +
69 "\n3. " + players[2].health +
70 "\n4. " + players[3].health
71 ;
72
73 ammo.text = "1. " + players[0].ammo +
74 "\n2. " + players[1].ammo +
75 "\n3. " + players[2].ammo +
76 "\n4. " + players[3].ammo
77 ;
78 stateInfoText.text = stateInfoTexts [Transport.instance.state];
79 }
80
81 public void GoToState (int state, int value)
82 {
83 string _state = "setState" + state;
84 LibPD.SendFloat (_state, value);
85 }
86
87 void CheckGameOver()
88 {
89 int playersLeft = 4;
90 for (int i = 0; i < players.Length; i++)
91 {
92 if(players[i].isDead == true)
93 {
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94 playersLeft--;
95 }
96 }
97 if (playersLeft == 0)
98 {
99 GameOver ();
100 }
101
102 if (playersLeft < 3) {
103 LibPD.SendFloat ("playLowHealth", 1);
104 } else {
105 LibPD.SendFloat ("playLowHealth", 0);
106 }
107 }
108
109 public void AddGold(int a)
110 {
111 gold = gold + a;
112 goldText.text = "Points: " + gold;
113 }
114
115 void GameOver()
116 {
117 Text t = middleText.GetComponent<Text> ();
118 t.text = "GAME OVER !!!";
119 middleText.SetActive (true);
120 Time.timeScale = 0.25f;
121 Invoke ("RestartLevel", resetDelay);
122 }
123
124 void RestartLevel()
125 {
126 Time.timeScale = 1f;
127 Application.LoadLevel (Application.loadedLevel);
128 }
129 }
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AmmoBox.cs
Listing 11: AmmoBox.cs
1
2 using System.Collections;
3
4 public class AmmoBox : MonoBehaviour {
5 public int amount = 10;
6 public SoundManager soundmanager;
7
8 void Start()
9 {
10 soundmanager = GameObject.Find ("Main Camera").GetComponent<
SoundManager> ();
11 }
12
13 void OnTriggerEnter (Collider other)
14 {
15 Debug.Log("trigger");
16 if(other.transform.tag == "Player"){
17 Player p = other.GetComponent<Player> ();
18 if(p.ammo < p.maxAmmo){
19 soundmanager.PlayPickupSound ();
20 p.giveAmmo (amount);
21 Destroy (gameObject);
22 }
23 }
24 }
25 }
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AutoDestroy.cs
Listing 12: AutoDestroy.cs
1
2 using System.Collections;
3
4 public class AutoDestroy : MonoBehaviour {
5 public int time;
6 private int currentFrame;
7 // Use this for initialization
8 void Start () {
9
10 }
11
12 // Update is called once per frame
13 void FixedUpdate () {
14 currentFrame++;
15 if(currentFrame > time){
16 Destroy(gameObject);
17 }
18 }
19 }
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CameraMove.cs
Listing 13: CameraMove.cs
1
2 using System.Collections;
3
4 public class CameraMove : MonoBehaviour {
5 private Vector3 endPosition;
6 public float moveSpeed = 0.05f;
7 private GameObject PlayerController;
8
9 void Awake () {
10 PlayerController = GameObject.Find ("PlayerController");
11 }
12
13 void Update ()
14 {
15 GetPosition ();
16 MoveCamera(endPosition);
17 }
18
19 void GetPosition(){
20 if (Input.GetButtonDown ("Fire1"))
21 {
22 endPosition = PlayerController.transform.position;
23 }
24 }
25
26 void MoveCamera(Vector3 p)
27 {
28 if (!transform.position.x.Equals (p.x) && !transform.position.z
.Equals (p.z))
29 {
30 Vector3 movement = new Vector3(p.x-transform.position.x,p.z-
transform.position.z,0f);
31 if (movement.magnitude > moveSpeed)
32 {
33 movement.Normalize();
34 movement *= moveSpeed;
35 }
36 transform.Translate(movement);
37 }
38 }
39 }
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EnemySafeZone.cs
Listing 14: EnemySafeZone.cs
1
2 using System.Collections;
3
4 public class EnemySafeZone : MonoBehaviour {
5
6 // Use this for initialization
7 void Start () {
8 // destroy the spriteRenderer (only visible in editor)
9 SpriteRenderer r = gameObject.GetComponent<SpriteRenderer>();
10 Destroy(r);
11 }
12
13 // Update is called once per frame
14 void Update () {
15
16 }
17 }
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EnemySpawn.cs
Listing 15: EnemySpawn.cs
1
2 using System.Collections;
3
4 public class EnemySpawn : MonoBehaviour {
5 public int numberOfEnemy = 6;
6 public bool[] activeStates = new bool[16];
7 public float spread = 1;
8 public EnemyBase enemy;
9 public float spawnRate = 50;
10 private float currentTime;
11 public bool b = false;
12 public enum SpawnType{
13 ones,
14 continuously
15 }
16
17 public enum EnemyType{
18 basic,
19 monster
20 }
21
22 public MonsterTrigger trigger;
23
24 private bool useTrigger;
25 private bool haveTriggered;
26
27 public SpawnType spawnType;
28 public EnemyType enemyType;
29
30 // Use this for initialization
31 void OnDrawGizmos()
32 {
33 Gizmos.color = Color.yellow;
34 if(trigger){
35 Gizmos.DrawLine(transform.position,trigger.transform.position
);
36 }
37 }
38
39
40 void Start () {
41
42 // destroy the spriteRenderer (only visible in editor)
43 SpriteRenderer r = gameObject.GetComponent<SpriteRenderer>();
44 Destroy(r);
45
46 if(trigger == null){
47 useTrigger = false;
48 }else{
49 useTrigger = true;
50 }
51
52 // if the spawn is related to a trigger
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53 if(!useTrigger && spawnType == SpawnType.ones){
54 for(int i = 0; i < numberOfEnemy; i++){
55 Vector3 pos = new Vector3(transform.position.x + Random.
Range(-spread,spread),0,transform.position.z + Random.
Range(-spread,spread));
56 Instantiate(enemy, pos, Quaternion.identity);
57 }
58 }
59 }
60
61 /**
62 * Return state for which enemies should spawn
63 * */
64 private bool activeSpawnState()
65 {
66 bool b;
67 if (activeStates [Transport.instance.state] == true) {
68 b = true;
69 } else {
70 b = false;
71 }
72 return b;
73 }
74
75
76 // Update is called once per frame
77 void Update () {
78 //b = true;
79 Debug.Log (Transport.instance.state);
80 Debug.Log (activeSpawnState());
81 //Debug.Log ("spawn" + b);
82 //Debug.Log (currentTime);
83 // if has a trigger attaced to it
84 if(spawnType == SpawnType.ones && haveTriggered == false &&
trigger.isActive && activeSpawnState() ){
85 haveTriggered = true;
86 for(int i = 0; i < numberOfEnemy; i++){
87 Vector3 pos = new Vector3(transform.position.x + Random.
Range(-spread,spread),0,transform.position.z + Random.
Range(-spread,spread));
88 Instantiate(enemy, pos, Quaternion.identity);
89 }
90 }
91
92 // continuous spawn
93 if(spawnType == SpawnType.continuously && currentTime < 0 &&
activeSpawnState()){
94 //Debug.Log ("spawning");
95 for(int i = 0; i < numberOfEnemy; i++){
96 Vector3 pos = new Vector3(transform.position.x + Random.
Range(-spread,spread),0,transform.position.z + Random.
Range(-spread,spread));
97 Instantiate(enemy, pos, Quaternion.identity);
98 currentTime = spawnRate;
99 }
100 }
101 currentTime--;
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102 }
103 }
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ExitZone.cs
Listing 16: ExitZone.cs
1
2 using System.Collections;
3
4 public class ExitZone : MonoBehaviour {
5 public bool[] activeStates = new bool[16];
6 private MeshRenderer mr;
7
8 void Start()
9 {
10 mr = GetComponent<MeshRenderer> ();
11 }
12
13 void Update () {
14 if (getActiveStates()) {
15 mr.enabled = true;
16 } else {
17 mr.enabled = false;
18 }
19 }
20
21 private bool getActiveStates()
22 {
23 bool b;
24 if (activeStates [Transport.instance.state] == true) {
25 b = true;
26 } else {
27 b = false;
28 }
29 return b;
30 }
31
32 void OnTriggerEnter(Collider other)
33 {
34 if(other.transform.tag == "Player"){
35 if(getActiveStates()){
36 SafeZone[] safeZones = FindObjectsOfType(typeof(SafeZone))
as SafeZone[];
37 for(int i = 0; i < safeZones.Length; i++)
38 {
39 Destroy(safeZones[i].gameObject);
40 }
41 GameManager.instance.WonLevel();
42 }
43 }
44 }
45 }
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FollowCamera.cs
Listing 17: FollowCamera.cs
1
2 using System.Collections;
3
4 public class FollowCamera : MonoBehaviour {
5 public bool followX;
6 public bool followY;
7 [Range(0F, 1F)]
8 public float slur = 0.5F;
9 private float x;
10 private float y;
11 // Use this for initialization
12 void Start () {
13
14 }
15
16 // Update is called once per frame
17 void Update () {
18
19 if(followX){
20 x = transform.position.x;
21 }
22 if(followY){
23 y = transform.position.y;
24 }
25
26 Camera.main.transform.position = new Vector3(x*slur,y,-10);
27 }
28 }
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GibManager.cs
Listing 18: GibManager.cs
1
2 using System.Collections;
3
4 public class GibManager : MonoBehaviour {
5 public GameObject[] gibs;
6 public ParticleSystem hit;
7
8 public void SpawnSplatDecal(Vector3 position){
9 GameObject.Instantiate(gibs[0],position, transform.rotation);
10 }
11
12 public void SpawnSplatDecalZombie(Vector3 position){
13 GameObject.Instantiate(gibs[1],position, transform.rotation);
14 }
15
16 public void SpawnBloodHit(Vector3 position){
17 GameObject.Instantiate(hit,position, transform.rotation);
18 }
19 }
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Player.cs
Listing 19: Player.cs
1
2 using System.Collections;
3
4 public class Player : MonoBehaviour
5 {
6
7 public Projectile projectilePrefab;
8 private NavMeshAgent navMeshAgent;
9 public int ammo = 50;
10 public int maxAmmo = 50;
11 public int currentFireRate = 50;
12 public int maxFireRate = 40;
13 public int minFireRate = 10;
14 private SoundManager soundManager;
15 private GibManager gibManager;
16 public int health = 10;
17 public bool isDead = false;
18 private GameObject currentTarget;
19 private Camera mainCamera;
20 public float shootDist = 10;
21 private GameObject PlayerController;
22 private Vector3 endPoint;
23
24 void Start ()
25 {
26 navMeshAgent = transform.GetComponent<NavMeshAgent> ();
27 mainCamera = GameObject.Find ("MainCamera").GetComponent<Camera
> ();
28 PlayerController = GameObject.Find ("PlayerController");
29 soundManager = GameObject.Find ("SoundManager").GetComponent<
SoundManager> ();
30 gibManager = GameObject.Find ("MainCamera").GetComponent<
GibManager> ();
31 endPoint = transform.position;
32 currentFireRate = newFireRate ();
33 }
34
35 void Update ()
36 {
37 if (!isDead) {
38 CheckHealth ();
39 StartCoroutine ("Move");
40 StartCoroutine ("GetTarget");
41 }
42 }
43
44 public void setTarget (GameObject g)
45 {
46 currentTarget = g;
47 }
48
49 public void setAmmo (int amount)
50 {
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51 ammo = + amount;
52 }
53
54 public void giveAmmo (int amount)
55 {
56 ammo = ammo + amount;
57 }
58
59 void Shoot (Quaternion r, Vector3 dir)
60 {
61 if (projectilePrefab && ammo >= 0 && currentFireRate == 0) {
62 Projectile projectileClone = Instantiate (projectilePrefab,
transform.position, r) as Projectile;
63 soundManager.PlayShootSound ();
64 currentFireRate = newFireRate ();
65 ammo--;
66 }
67 }
68
69 IEnumerator GetTarget ()
70 {
71 if (currentFireRate < 0) {
72 currentFireRate = newFireRate ();
73 }
74
75 currentTarget = FindClosestEnemy ();
76
77 if (currentTarget != null) {
78 float dist = Vector3.Distance (currentTarget.transform.
position, transform.position);
79 if (dist < shootDist) {
80 Vector3 dir = (currentTarget.transform.position - transform
.position).normalized;
81 Quaternion rotation = Quaternion.LookRotation (dir);
82 Shoot (rotation, dir);
83 }
84 }
85 currentFireRate--;
86 yield return new WaitForSeconds (0);
87 }
88
89 int newFireRate ()
90 {
91 return Random.Range (minFireRate, maxFireRate);
92 }
93
94 IEnumerator Move ()
95 {
96 if (Input.GetButtonDown ("Fire1")) {
97 endPoint = PlayerController.transform.position;
98 }
99
100 if (navMeshAgent != null) {
101 navMeshAgent.SetDestination (endPoint);
102 }
103 yield return new WaitForSeconds (0);
104 }
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105
106 void OnTriggerEnter (Collider other)
107 {
108 if (other.transform.tag == "Enemy") {
109 EnemyBase e = other.GetComponent<EnemyBase> ();
110 if (!e.isDead) {
111 soundManager.PlayHurtSound ();
112 ReduceSpeed (0.2f);
113 health--;
114 }
115 }
116
117 if (other.transform.tag == "AmmoBox") {
118 if (ammo < maxAmmo) {
119 AmmoBox a = other.GetComponent<AmmoBox> ();
120 soundManager.PlayPickupSound ();
121 giveAmmo (a.amount);
122 Destroy (other);
123 }
124 }
125
126 if (other.transform.tag == "Gold") {
127 GameManager.instance.AddGold (100);
128 soundManager.PlayPickupSound ();
129 Destroy (other.gameObject);
130 }
131 }
132
133 void CheckHealth ()
134 {
135 if (health <= 0) {
136 soundManager.PlayDieSound ();
137 gibManager.SpawnSplatDecal (transform.position);
138 navMeshAgent.SetDestination (transform.position);
139 isDead = true;
140 //Destroy(gameObject);
141 }
142 }
143
144 void ReduceSpeed (float amount)
145 {
146 navMeshAgent.speed = navMeshAgent.speed - amount;
147 }
148
149 GameObject FindClosestEnemy ()
150 {
151 GameObject[] gos;
152 gos = GameObject.FindGameObjectsWithTag ("Enemy");
153 GameObject closest = null;
154 float distance = Mathf.Infinity;
155 Vector3 position = transform.position;
156 foreach (GameObject go in gos) {
157 Vector3 diff = go.transform.position - position;
158 EnemyBase e = go.GetComponent<EnemyBase> ();
159 float curDistance = diff.sqrMagnitude;
160 if (e != null) {
161 if (curDistance < distance && !e.isDead) {
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162 closest = go;
163 distance = curDistance;
164 }
165 }
166 }
167 return closest;
168 }
169 }
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PlayerController.cs
Listing 20: PlayerController.cs
1
2 using System.Collections;
3
4 public class PlayerController : MonoBehaviour {
5 public float moveSpeed = 5f;
6
7 void Update () {
8 Vector3 inputMovement = new Vector3( Input.GetAxis("Horizontal"
), 0, Input.GetAxis("Vertical") );
9 transform.Translate(inputMovement*Time.deltaTime*moveSpeed,
Space.World);
10 }
11 }
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PlayerSpawn.cs
Listing 21: PlayerSpawn.cs
1
2 using System.Collections;
3
4 public class PlayerSpawn : MonoBehaviour {
5 public Player player;
6 public int numberOfPlayers = 4;
7 public int yCameraStartPos = 30;
8 public float spread = 1;
9 public int startAmmo = 50;
10 private GameObject mainCamera;
11
12 void Awake () {
13 for(int i = 0; i < numberOfPlayers; i++){
14 Player p = Instantiate(player, new Vector3(transform.position
.x + Random.Range(-spread,spread),0,transform.position.z
+ Random.Range(-spread,spread)), Quaternion.identity) as
Player;
15 p.setAmmo(startAmmo);
16 }
17 SpriteRenderer r = gameObject.GetComponent<SpriteRenderer>();
18 Destroy(r);
19 mainCamera = GameObject.Find("MainCamera");
20 mainCamera.transform.position = new Vector3(transform.position.
x,yCameraStartPos,transform.position.z);
21 }
22 }
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Projectile.cs
Listing 22: Projectile.cs
1
2 using System.Collections;
3
4 public class Projectile : MonoBehaviour {
5
6 public float ProjectileSpeed = 5;
7 //public GameObject ExplosionPrefab;
8 public int lifeTime = 50;
9 private Transform myTransform;
10
11 // Use this for initialization
12 void Start ()
13 {
14 myTransform = transform;
15 }
16
17 // Update is called once per frame
18 void Update ()
19 {
20 float amtToMove = ProjectileSpeed * Time.deltaTime;
21 myTransform.Translate(Vector3.forward * amtToMove);
22 transform.position = new Vector3(transform.position.x,0.2f,
transform.position.z);
23 lifeTime--;
24 if(lifeTime <= 0){
25 Destroy(gameObject);
26 }
27 }
28
29 void OnTriggerEnter(Collider other){
30
31 if(other.transform.tag == "Env"){
32 Destroy(gameObject);
33 Debug.Log ("hit");
34 }
35 }
36 }
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SafeZone.cs
Listing 23: SafeZone.cs
1
2 using System.Collections;
3
4 public class SafeZone : MonoBehaviour {
5 public bool[] activeStates = new bool[16];
6 public int gotoState;
7 private MeshRenderer mr;
8 private Renderer renderer;
9
10 void Start ()
11 {
12 mr = gameObject.GetComponent<MeshRenderer> ();
13 renderer = gameObject.GetComponent<Renderer> ();
14 }
15
16 void Update ()
17 {
18 if (activeState()) {
19 mr.enabled = true;
20 } else {
21 mr.enabled = false;
22 }
23 }
24
25 private bool activeState()
26 {
27 bool b;
28 if (activeStates [Transport.instance.state] == true) {
29 b = true;
30 } else {
31 b = false;
32 }
33 return b;
34 }
35
36 void OnTriggerEnter(Collider other)
37 {
38 if(activeState()){
39 if(other.transform.tag == "Player"){
40 GameManager.instance.GoToState (Transport.instance.state,
gotoState);
41 renderer.material.color = new Color(0,1,1);
42 }
43 else if(other.transform.tag == "Enemy"){
44 EnemyBase e = other.GetComponent<EnemyBase>();
45 e.Kill();
46 }
47 }
48 }
49 }
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SoundManager.cs
Listing 24: SoundManager.cs
1
2 using System.Collections;
3 using LibPDBinding;
4
5 public class SoundManager : MonoBehaviour {
6
7 public void PlayShootSound(){
8 LibPD.SendBang ("playShootSound");
9 }
10
11 public void PlayZombieHitSound(){
12 LibPD.SendBang ("playZombieHitSound");
13 }
14
15 public void PlayDieSound(){
16 LibPD.SendBang ("playDieSound");
17 }
18
19 public void PlayHurtSound(){
20 LibPD.SendBang ("playHurtSound");
21 }
22
23 public void PlaySavedSound(){
24 LibPD.SendBang ("playSavedSound");
25 }
26
27 public void PlayPickupSound(){
28 LibPD.SendBang ("playPickupSound");
29 }
30 }
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TextFlickering.cs
Listing 25: TextFlickering.cs
1
2 using System.Collections;
3 using UnityEngine.UI;
4
5 public class TextFlickering : MonoBehaviour {
6 private Text text;
7 private int currentTime;
8 public bool[] flickerState = new bool[16];
9 // Use this for initialization
10 void Start () {
11 text = gameObject.GetComponent<Text> ();
12 }
13
14 private bool shouldFlicker()
15 {
16 bool b;
17 if (flickerState [Transport.instance.state] == true) {
18 b = true;
19 } else {
20 b = false;
21 }
22 return b;
23 }
24
25 // Update is called once per frame
26 void Update () {
27 float r, g, b;
28 if (currentTime != Transport.instance.sixteenth_notes &&
shouldFlicker()) {
29 r = Mathf.Round(Random.Range (0, 2));
30 g = Mathf.Round(Random.Range (0, 2));
31 b = Mathf.Round(Random.Range (0, 2));
32 text.color = new Color(r,g,b);
33 }else{
34 text.color = new Color(1,1,1);
35 }
36 currentTime = Transport.instance.sixteenth_notes;
37 }
38 }
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Transport.cs
Listing 26: TextFlickering.cs
1 using UnityEngine;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using LibPDBinding;
4 using System.Runtime.InteropServices;
5 using System;
6 using System.IO;
7
8 public class Transport : MonoBehaviour
9 {
10 public float bpm = 120;
11 public int sixteenth_notes;
12 public int quarter_note;
13 public int bars;
14 public int state = 1;
15
16 public static Transport instance = null;
17
18 void Awake(){
19 if(instance == null){
20 instance = this;
21 }else if(instance != this){
22 Destroy(gameObject);
23 }
24 }
25 // Use this for initialization
26 void Start () {
27 LibPD.SendFloat("transport_bpm", BpmToMs(bpm));
28 LibPD.SendFloat("transport_start", 1);
29
30 // subscribing to receive
31 LibPD.Subscribe("pd_sixteenth_notes");
32 LibPD.Subscribe("pd_quarter_note");
33 LibPD.Subscribe("pd_bars");
34 LibPD.Subscribe("state");
35 LibPD.Float += receiveFloat;
36 }
37
38 void receiveFloat(string nameofSend, float value) {
39 if (String.Compare (nameofSend, "pd_sixteenth_notes") == 0) {
40 sixteenth_notes = (int) value;
41 }
42 if (String.Compare (nameofSend, "pd_quarter_note") == 0) {
43 quarter_note = (int) value;
44 }
45 if (String.Compare (nameofSend, "pd_bars") == 0) {
46 bars = (int) value;
47 }
48 if (String.Compare (nameofSend, "state") == 0) {
49 state = (int) value;
50 }
51 }
52
53 void receiveInt(string nameofSend, int value){
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54
55 }
56
57 public float BpmToMs(float _bpm){
58 return (15000/_bpm);
59 }
60 }
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EnemyBase.cs
Listing 27: EnemyBase.cs
1
2 using System.Collections;
3 using System.Collections.Generic;
4
5
6 public class EnemyBase : MonoBehaviour {
7
8 public int health = 5;
9 private Vector3 cameraPos;
10 private NavMeshAgent navMeshAgent;
11 private int checkRate = 20;
12 private SoundManager soundManager;
13 private GibManager gibManager;
14 private GameObject currentTarget;
15 public bool isDead = false;
16
17 public bool[] attackStates = new bool[16];
18 public bool[] fleeStates = new bool[16];
19
20 private enum State{
21 idle,
22 fleeing,
23 attack
24 }
25
26 State state;
27
28 void Start () {
29 print (state);
30 navMeshAgent = transform.GetComponent<NavMeshAgent>();
31 soundManager = GameObject.Find("MainCamera").GetComponent<
SoundManager>();
32 gibManager = GameObject.Find("MainCamera").GetComponent<
GibManager>();
33 state = State.idle;
34 }
35
36 // Update is called once per frame
37 void Update () {
38 if (GetAttackStates ()) {
39 state = State.attack;
40 } else if (GetFleeStates ()) {
41 state = State.fleeing;
42 } else {
43 state = State.idle;
44 }
45
46 CheckHealth();
47
48 if(!isDead){
49 GetTarget();
50 MoveToTarget();
51 checkRate--;
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52 }
53 }
54
55 private bool GetAttackStates(){
56 bool b;
57 if (attackStates [Transport.instance.state] == true) {
58 b = true;
59 } else {
60 b = false;
61 }
62 return b;
63 }
64
65 private bool GetFleeStates(){
66 bool b;
67 if (fleeStates [Transport.instance.state] == true) {
68 b = true;
69 } else {
70 b = false;
71 }
72 return b;
73 }
74
75 void CheckHealth(){
76 if(health <= 0){
77 if(!isDead){
78 gibManager.SpawnSplatDecalZombie(transform.position);
79 }
80 SetSpeed(0);
81 isDead = true;
82 }
83 else if (health <= 1) {
84 state = State.fleeing;
85 }
86 }
87
88 public void Kill()
89 {
90 health = 0;
91 }
92
93 void OnTriggerEnter(Collider other){
94 if (other.transform.tag == "Projectile") {
95 if (soundManager != null) {
96 soundManager.PlayZombieHitSound ();
97 }
98 if (gibManager != null) {
99 gibManager.SpawnBloodHit (transform.position);
100 }
101 Destroy (other.gameObject);
102 SetSpeed (3f);
103 health--;
104 }
105
106 if (other.transform.tag == "EnemySafePoint") {
107 Destroy (gameObject);
108 }
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109 }
110
111 public void SetSpeed(float amount){
112 navMeshAgent.speed = amount;
113 }
114
115 private void MoveToTarget(){
116 if(checkRate < 0 && currentTarget != null){
117 if(state == State.fleeing){
118 navMeshAgent.SetDestination(currentTarget.transform.
position);
119 }else if (state == State.attack){
120 navMeshAgent.SetDestination(currentTarget.transform.
position);
121 }
122 checkRate = 20;
123 }
124 }
125
126 private GameObject FindClosestPlayer(){
127 GameObject[] gos;
128 gos = GameObject.FindGameObjectsWithTag("Player");
129 GameObject closest = null;
130 float distance = Mathf.Infinity;
131 Vector3 position = transform.position;
132 foreach (GameObject go in gos) {
133 Vector3 delta = go.transform.position - position;
134 Player e = go.GetComponent<Player>();
135 float curDistance = delta.sqrMagnitude;
136 if (curDistance < distance && !e.isDead) {
137 closest = go;
138 distance = curDistance;
139 }
140 }
141 return closest;
142 }
143
144 private GameObject FindClosestSafePoint(){
145 GameObject[] gos;
146 gos = GameObject.FindGameObjectsWithTag("EnemySafePoint");
147 GameObject closest = null;
148 float distance = Mathf.Infinity;
149 Vector3 position = transform.position;
150 foreach (GameObject go in gos) {
151 Vector3 delta = go.transform.position - position;
152 float curDistance = delta.sqrMagnitude;
153 if (curDistance < distance) {
154 closest = go;
155 distance = curDistance;
156 }
157 }
158 return closest;
159 }
160
161 private void GetTarget(){
162 if (state == State.fleeing) {
163 setTarget(FindClosestSafePoint());
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164 }
165 else if (state == State.attack) {
166 setTarget(FindClosestPlayer());
167 }
168 }
169
170 private void setTarget(GameObject g){
171 currentTarget = g;
172 }
173 }
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MonsterTrigger.cs
Listing 28: MonsterTrigger.cs
1
2 using System.Collections;
3
4 public class MonsterTrigger : MonoBehaviour {
5
6 public bool isActive;
7 // Use this for initialization
8 void Start () {
9
10 }
11
12 // Update is called once per frame
13 void Update () {
14 }
15
16
17 void OnDrawGizmos()
18 {
19 Gizmos.color = Color.yellow;
20 Gizmos.DrawSphere(transform.position, 1.0f);
21 }
22
23
24
25 void OnTriggerEnter(Collider other){
26 Debug.Log("trigger");
27 if(other.transform.tag == "Player"){
28 isActive = true;
29 }
30 }
31 }
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Alternative markov chain
Figure 1: Shows one state in an a 16x16 markov chain (alternative version)
